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On Commencement Day, the members who make up the University wear special clothes and disport themselves in a special way. After all, the very day, this day, is special.

The black gowns and colorful attire worn by so many today on this site stand for reasons that are long established, historic, organic and symbolic.

The scholars and students in medieval universities, out of which we emerge, were clerics, friars, monks and priests. In fact, the university as we know it originates ex corde ecclesiae, out of the heart of the church. This is no longer the case, of course, but much of what we will see today has a respectable and old pedigree.

The gowns, hoods and hats began life as ecclesiastical vesture.

Commencement is part of a venerable history of ritual, a rite of passage, with special language, protocol, clothes, gestures and symbols. Today we are part of something bigger than ourselves, bigger than Sacred Heart University and bigger than American higher education: we are part of a ritual that goes back for centuries.

Although today we partake in an old tradition, we do it our way, the Sacred Heart way. This is our iteration of a storied rite.

Sacred Heart was founded 56 years ago. Our students now, as then, will process with their hoods, caps or mortarboards and receive their diplomas. You will see that re-enacted shortly for your daughter, son, partner, spouse, parent or sibling as they come on stage. Soon, they will process to this space. Allow me now to tell you briefly how that will unfold.

The first person you will see is the mace bearer. At one time a deadly weapon in the medieval armory, the mace now serves a more benign purpose, used ceremonially at the opening of parliaments, as well as university convocations. Sacred Heart commissioned a new mace in commemoration of the University’s 50th anniversary. Made of rosewood with two antique, silver-plated brass seals of the University and brass braiding, it is borne aloft by the University Assembly president. It is a symbol of authority.

Following the mace bearer are the student government executive board, the senior class officers and the graduates of the College of Arts & Sciences, the Jack Welch College of Business, the College of Health Professions, the College of Nursing, the Isabelle Farrington College of Education and St. Vincent’s College. Then our alumni, spanning the University’s five decades of history, will march in brilliant red robes. Sacred Heart’s faculty and staff will follow, concluding with the stage party, the composition of which includes trustees, the honorandi, the deans, vice-presidents, provost and president.

In addition to those today who will be awarded earned degrees, the University bestows honorary degrees on individuals who have been designated by the University’s Board of Trustees as deserving special honor.

Along with the Commencement ceremony’s resplendent color and rich language, we also have music provided by the Sacred Heart University Band, the Sacred Heart University Brass Quintet and the Commencement Choir.

A truly festive occasion.

*From the narration written and delivered by Dr. Michael W. Higgins, Distinguished Professor of Catholic Thought.*
ALMA MATER

Unison (All):

1. Hail to thee, our Al-ma Mat-er, Pi-o-neers are new.
2. Al-ma Mat-er, Oh grant us wis-dom, Heart and mind re-

Refrain:

stand in u-ni-ty oh! Swell, swell the chor-us,

Bridge (Choir)

claim her sto-ry. Red and White o’er all!

Final Refrain (All):

Oh Swell, swell the chorus, praise, praise her glo-ry, On our fields and in these halls. Loy-al hearts pro-

Repeat three times:

halls. Loy-al hearts pro-claim her sto-ry. Red and White o’er all!

TEXT: RALPH CORRIGAN, ET AL | MUSIC: JOHN MICHNIEWICZ

MUSIC

Sacred Heart University Band
under the direction of Keith Johnston, M.M., Director of Bands

Sacred Heart Brass
Miki Sasaki, trumpet
Theo Van Dyck, trumpet
Esteban Garcia, horn
Keith Johnston, trombone
Jason Arnold, tuba
Giancarlo Moreno, bass

Commencement Choir
under the direction of John Michniewicz, D.M.A., Director of Choral Programs
Thomas Cuffari, M.M., Assistant Director of Choral Programs
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Chairman
Frank R. Martire ’69

Vice Chairman
Charles V. Firlotte

Secretary
Gary J. Levin ’78

Treasurer
Christopher K. McLeod

Trustees
Rosanne Badowski ’79
Norbert Becker
Mary-Ann Bunting
Catherine (Katie) Burke
Patrick J. Carolan, M.D.
Susan L. Davis, Ed.D.
Suzanne Greco
Douglas L. Kennedy ’78
Rev. Robert M. Kinnally
Vincent Maffeo, J.D.
Patrick G. Maggitti, Ph.D.
Daniel J. McCarthy
Msgr. Robert S. Meyer, J.D., J.C.D.
William E. Mitchell
James T. Morley, Jr.
John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
Richard M. Schaeffer
Lois Schine
Kenneth S. Siegel, J.D.
Ravi Singh
Pablo G. Stalman
John M. Vazquez
The Name. Sacred Heart University was founded in 1963 by the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the second bishop of the Diocese of Bridgeport, to provide an institution of higher education that would serve the people of the diocese and region, regardless of their sex, race, creed or religion. In October 1962, Bishop Curtis announced both the plan to open a college the following September, and its name, “Sacred Heart.” The choice of name had a dual origin: it was the name of the bishop’s first pastorate in Bloomfield, N.J., and was a pledge from the bishop attesting to the value of such an institution.

The Mission. Sacred Heart University is a coeducational, independent, comprehensive institution of higher learning rooted in the Catholic intellectual tradition and liberal arts. It embraces a vision for social justice and educates students in mind, body and spirit to prepare them personally and professionally to make a difference in the global community.

Sacred Heart University is Catholic in tradition and spirit. As a Catholic university, it seeks to play its appropriate role in the modern world. It exemplifies in its life the Judeo-Christian values of the God-given freedom and dignity of every person. Inspired by the ecumenical spirit of the Second Vatican Council, Sacred Heart University welcomes men and women of all religious traditions and beliefs who share its concerns for truth, scholarship, human dignity, freedom and the betterment of society. It values religious diversity as enhancing the University community and creating opportunities for dialogue in the common search for truth.

Through its curricular and co-curricular activities and campus ministry programs, the University provides the context in which students have the opportunity to appropriate their own religious traditions in a critical fashion. Sacred Heart University challenges its students to think critically, analyze carefully, evaluate with a sense of justice and proportion and convey conclusions in an intelligible and articulate fashion. The University provides the environment in which its students can develop the aesthetic dimension of life by nurturing their abilities to imagine, create and appreciate. It enables students to acquire a rich understanding of their own cultural and family heritages, so as to assume their responsibilities as conveyors and creators of culture and family. As a community of teachers and scholars, Sacred Heart University exists for the pursuit of truth. It joins with other colleges and universities in the task of expanding human knowledge and deepening human understanding. It encourages and supports the scholarly and artistic work of its faculty and students. Further, it has a responsibility to share its resources and its special gifts and talents for the betterment of the human community. All members of the University community are strongly encouraged to participate in the wider community through service to others, especially the poor. From its founding, the University has been recognized for its caring approach to students. This approach expresses the University’s belief that each student is born with a unique set of qualities and skills. It respects the personal and academic freedom of each of its members, while at the same time fostering a genuine experience of community. By so doing, it creates the environment in which each person in the University shares in common goals and a common commitment to truth, justice and concern for others.

The official seal of Sacred Heart University was introduced on July 22, 1963. The original pen-and-ink drawing hangs in the diocesan museum at The Catholic Center in Bridgeport. The seal consists of a shield surrounded by the inscription, Universitas Sacri Cordis, in large letters. The shield comprises a dexter—the right-hand side of a shield (the left, as seen by the viewer)—and a sinister, the left-hand side of a shield. The dexter impalement bears the jurisdictional arms of the Bridgeport diocese. The bridge above waves of flowing water affords an apt expression of the name of the diocese that encompasses Fairfield County, Connecticut, where Sacred Heart University is located. The bridge represents service, which forges strong bonds of understanding and unity among diverse constituencies, while the vivifying water symbolizes the “port” by which new knowledge and ideas energize the scholars who commit themselves to the disciplines of academic inquiry. The Cross of Our Faith above the bridge dignifies the other symbols and identifies the University as a community that celebrates the richness of the Catholic intellectual traditions.

The sinister impalement displays the personal coat of arms of the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the founder of Sacred Heart University and the second bishop of the Diocese of Bridgeport. The central checkered bar, taken
from the Curtis family coat of arms, suggests the collaborative nature of the learning community, in which each individual member contributes to the integrity of the whole. The two diamond-shaped lozenges, taken from the Costello family shield to honor the bishop’s mother, are placed in the upper portion to highlight the University’s two most precious treasures: Love, the compassion of God as symbolized in the Sacred Heart of Jesus; and Truth, the goal of all scholarly activity. The University shield also honors Mary, the Seat of Wisdom, by including the crescent moon, which is the symbol of Our Lady under the title of the Immaculate Conception, chosen to signify the years that Bishop Curtis spent as a professor of moral theology at Immaculate Conception Seminary.

The Mace. During the Middle Ages, the wood mace clad in metal was an effective battle weapon, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it transformed into a symbol of dignity and authority. The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th-century English and French kings; by the end of the 16th century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, use of the ceremonial mace is found in the British House of Parliament, carried before ecclesiastical dignitaries and borne in university and college commencements and convocations. The Sacred Heart University mace, which serves as a visible reminder of the University’s history, authority and status, is carried by the president of the University Academic Assembly. Sacred Heart commissioned a new mace in commemoration of the University’s 50th anniversary. It is a 54-inch mace with two, three-inch, antique, silver-plated brass medals and brass braiding on the rosewood staff. The new mace signifies the growth of Sacred Heart during the past 56 years, as well as its continued commitment to tradition and academic rigor.

Academic Dress. Tradition holds that the cap and gown were first used in ancient Greece, when only youths with wealthy parents or those with patrons attended school. The wise teachers of the time believed scholars should not wear fine clothing and jewels but rather, that the scholar should wear worker’s garments. In the United States, the gown commonly worn for both the associate’s and bachelor’s degrees has pointed sleeves (with a slit for the arm). It is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The gown for the doctoral degree has bell-shaped open sleeves. All gowns are black and without trimming, with the exception of the doctoral gown, which normally is trimmed with velvet, has three bars or chevrons on the sleeves and may be in distinctive color(s) governed by the school granting that degree. The master’s and doctoral gowns may be worn open.

Upon graduation, students of old carried a mortarboard showing them to be masons of the future, destined to build empires or cities or fountains of wisdom on the firm foundation of knowledge. To this day, graduates wear mortarboard caps, symbolizing that they are builders of the future.

The history of the hood, with which degree recipients are invested, dates back to 13th-century England. Whether its origin is ecclesiastical or secular has never been settled. Hoods are two-and-one-half feet long for the associate degree, three feet for the bachelor’s, three-and-one-half feet for the master’s and four feet for the doctoral degree. The hood is lined with the colors of the institution—red and grey, in the case of Sacred Heart University. The trim color indicates the academic degree: white for arts, letters and humanities (B.A.) and golden yellow for science (B.S.). The hoods of those with graduate degrees, as well as the tassels on the undergraduates’ mortarboards, are often in the color associated with the academic field of specialization, as follows:

- **WHITE**: Arts, Letters and Humanities
- **APRICOT**: Nursing
- **SLATE BLUE**: Occupational Therapy
- **DRAB**: Business
- **DARK BLUE**: Philosophy
- **LIGHT BLUE**: Education
- **GREEN**: Physician Assistant
- **BROWN**: Fine Arts
- **TEAL**: Physical Therapy
- **PURPLE**: Law
- **GOLDEN YELLOW**: Science
- **CRIMSON**: Media Studies
- **PINK**: Music
- **SCARLET**: Sociology, Social Work and Criminal Justice
- **TEAL**: Theology and Religious Studies
GRADUATE CEREMONY

SATURDAY, MAY 11
PROCESSIONAL

Sacred Heart University Band

MUSIC:
Crown and Scepter—Gregory B. Rudgers
Pomp and Circumstance—Edward Elgar
Olympus—Barry Kopetz
March of the Olympians—Tommy Walker and Robert Linn
The March of the Women—Ethel Smyth
Ceremonial Procession—Ron Arnon
Canterbury Procession—Ralph Vaughan Williams
With Valor and Honor—Mark Williams
Highland Cathedral—Michael Korb and Ulrich Roever

MACE BEARER:
Susan A. Goncalves, DNP, MSN, RN-BC
Assistant Professor, Nursing &
President of the University Academic Assembly

WORDS OF WELCOME

Rupendra Paliwal, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Michaela Vieira ’21

INVOCATION

Devon E. K. McCormick, M.A
Campus Minister

PRESIDENTIAL WELCOME

John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
President

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES

John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
President

Mary Healey-Sedutto, Ph.D.
Executive Director at Hope for a Healthier Humanity
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

Citation read by Sherylyn Watson, Ph.D., MSN, RN, CNE
Associate Dean of College of Nursing/Associate Professor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS

Mary Healey-Sedutto, Ph.D.
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES
Robin L. Cautin, Ph.D.
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences
John Chalykoff, Ph.D.
Dean of the Jack Welch College of Business
Michael Alfano, Ph.D.
Dean of the Isabelle Farrington College of Education
Patricia W. Walker, Ed.D.
Dean of the College of Health Professions
Mary Alice Donius, Ed.D., R.N.
Dean of the College of Nursing
Maryanne Davidson, DNSc, APRN, CPNP
Dean, St. Vincent’s College at Sacred Heart University

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES AND PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
President

STUDENT CONGRATULATIONS
Peter Johnson, M.S. ’19
Representing Graduate Students

ALUMNI GREETINGS
Daniel Pascone ’06, M.B.A. ’12
President, SHU Alumni Association

ALMA MATER
Michaela Vieira ’21, Ashlyn Ibarra ’20,
Adrianna Perugini ’21, Kevin Gillotti ’20,
Soloist: Timothy McIntosh ’20

BENEDICTION
Fr. Anthony Ciorra, Ph.D.
Vice President for Mission & Catholic Identity

RECESSIONAL
Sine Nomine—Ralph Vaughan Williams
With Valor and Honor II—Mark Williams
My Shot—Lin Manuel-Miranda Charlie Fusari ’21, soloist
A Million Dreams—Benj Pasek and Justin Paul

NARRATOR OF CEREMONY:
Michael W. Higgins, Ph.D.
Distinguished Professor of Catholic Thought

READERS:
Leonora P. Campbell, M.S.
Title IX Coordinator

Kathy Dilks, M.S.
Director of Graduate, International & Veteran Student Affairs

Mia James, M.A.
Manager of Employee Education

Patrick Palaka, M.B.A.
Data Architect

Joel R. Quintong, M.A.
Director of Residential Life
MARY HEALEY-SEDUTTO, PH.D.
Executive Director, Hope for a Healthier Humanity

Mary Healey-Sedutto, executive director of Hope for a Healthier Humanity, has held many senior management positions in the metropolitan New York City area. For more than 30 years, she served as a visionary leader in health-care systems, including president and chief executive officer of the Catholic Health Care System in the Archdiocese of New York. In this role, she worked with John Cardinal O’Connor and other health-care and medical leaders to establish a strong, comprehensive and accessible model of health-care delivery in the Archdiocese.

In 2001, she stepped out of corporate life to follow her passion of serving the poor. She and her husband, Stanley Kosan, DDS, founded Hope for a Healthier Humanity, a charitable foundation that offers strategic planning and technical health-care delivery support, donations of medical equipment and supplies and teams of visiting physicians, dentists and nurses who provide pro bono services to Caribbean and Latin American countries. Oscar Cardinal Rodriguez Maradiaga is chairman of the organization’s executive board.

Healy-Sedutto also founded the Pan American Catholic Health Care Network, a charitable organization with Catholic approbation from the Holy See, Vatican. With an international board of trustees, the organization engages in strategic planning in collaboration with Hope for a Healthier Humanity in Panama, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico and the Dominican Republic.

She received her doctorate in public administration from New York University.
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

SUNDAY, MAY 12
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

PROCessionsAL
Sacred Heart University Band

MUSIC:
Crown and Scepter—Gregory B. Rudgers
Pomp and Circumstance—Edward Elgar
Olympus—Barry Kopetz
March of the Olympians—Tommy Walker and Robert Linn
The March of the Women—Ethel Smyth
Ceremonial Procession—Ron Arnon
Canterbury Procession—Ralph Vaughan Williams
With Valor and Honor—Mark Williams
Highland Cathedral—Michael Korb and Ulrich Roever

MACE BEARER:
Susan A. Goncalves, DNP, MSN, RN-BC
Assistant Professor, Nursing &
President of the University Academic Assembly

WORDS OF WELCOME
Rupendra Paliwal, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Stephanie Doheny ’19
Savannah Viggiano ’19
Ryan Sanudo ’19
Connor Sivacek ’19

INVOCATION
Fr. Edward R. Stewart
University Chaplain

PRESIDENTIAL WELCOME
John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
President

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
President

Brian Hamilton ’87, M.B.A.
Founder, The Brian Hamilton Foundation
Cofounder, Sageworks
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

Citation read by Gary L. Rose, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair in the Department of Government,
Politics and Global Studies

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Brian Hamilton ’87, M.B.A.
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Robin L. Cautin, Ph.D.
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences

John Chalykoff, Ph.D.
Dean of the Jack Welch College of Business

Michael Alfano, Ph.D.
Dean of the Isabelle Farrington College of Education

Patricia W. Walker, Ed.D.
Dean of the College of Health Professions

Mary Alice Donius, Ed.D., R.N.
Dean of the College of Nursing

Maryanne Davidson, DNSc, APRN, CPNP
Dean, St. Vincent’s College at Sacred Heart University

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES AND PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS AND AWARDS

John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
President

STUDENT CONGRATULATIONS

Nicole Cardarelli ’19
President of the class of 2019

ALUMNI GREETINGS

Daniel Pascone ’06, M.B.A. ’12
President, SHU Alumni Association

ALMA MATER

Sarah Riccio ’19
Ashley Soules ’19
Connor Sivacek ’19
Soloist: Timothy McIntosh ’20 and Meghan Osborn ’19

BENEDICTION

Fr. Anthony Ciorra, Ph.D.
Vice President for Mission & Catholic Identity

RECESSIONAL

Sine Nomine—Ralph Vaughan Williams
With Valor and Honor II—Mark Williams
My Shot—Lin Manuel-Miranda  Charlie Fusari ’21, soloist
A Million Dreams—Benj Pasek and Justin Paul

NARRATOR OF CEREMONY:

Michael W. Higgins, Ph.D.
Distinguished Professor of Catholic Thought

READERS:

Robert J. Gilmore, M.A.
Director of Campus Experience

Sean Heffron, M.A., M.B.A.
Executive Director of Student Success

Devon E. K. McCormick, M.A.
Campus Minister

Joel R. Quintong, M.A.
Director of Residential Life
BRIAN HAMILTON ’87 MBA

Founder of the Brian Hamilton Foundation
Cofounder of Sageworks

Brian Hamilton, entrepreneur, inventor and philanthropist, cofounded Sageworks, the country’s first fintech and largest provider of software to U.S. banks. He sold the company to a leading private equity firm in 2018. He is also the founder of Inmates to Entrepreneurs, a national program that helps people with criminal records start their own small businesses, and the Brian Hamilton Foundation, which provides access to entrepreneurship to people who wouldn’t otherwise have it.

Hamilton holds multiple patents for his work automating financial analysis. He is a frequent guest on CNBC and Fox and is regularly quoted in and writes for all the major national media publications. He is also a contributor to Inc. and Entrepreneur magazines.

The first in his family to attend college, Hamilton holds an undergraduate degree from Sacred Heart University, where he previously served on the Board of Trustees, and an MBA from Duke University’s graduate school of business.
GRADUATE ACADEMIC AWARDS

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Francis Edward Divisconti
Silver Medal of Excellence  David Daniel Bocach

MASTER OF ARTS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Kevin Joseph McKellick
Silver Medal of Excellence  Melissa Verrilli

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Nicole Rose Misencik
Silver Medal of Excellence  Lauren Elizabeth Molella
Outstanding Master’s Performance Award
   Olivia Rose Brush
Outstanding Master’s Performance Award
   Danielle Glick
Outstanding Master’s Performance Award
   Luna Jahan Latif
Outstanding Master’s Performance Award
   Nicole Rose Misencik
Outstanding Master’s Performance Award
   Lauren Elizabeth Molella
Outstanding Master’s Performance Award
   Christin Mary Wray

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Gold Medal of Excellence  Kristin Nicole Montini
Silver Medal of Excellence  Paige Victoria Esposito
Commitment to Social Justice Award
   Francis Peter Furmanek, III
Dean’s Leadership Award  Adilene Garcia

JACK WELCH
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Gold Medal of Excellence  James Henderson
Silver Medal of Excellence  Thomas Anthony Henderson
Dean’s Leadership Award  Michelle Therese Moor

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Gold Medal of Excellence  Richard W. Andrews, III
Silver Medal of Excellence  David E. Yurkerwich, Jr.
Dean’s Leadership Award  Michelle Kathryn Neri

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Naga Swetha Bollu
Silver Medal of Excellence  Peter Braxton Johnson
Dean’s Leadership Award  Prathamesh Pravin Badhan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CYBERSECURITY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Mandar Sanjay Shivapurkar
Silver Medal of Excellence  Mashail Saud Alyousif
Dean’s Leadership Award  Fekadu Lakew Yihunie

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DIGITAL MARKETING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Melissa Ann Wilson
Silver Medal of Excellence  Sagar Golani
Dean’s Leadership Award  Ojas Omprakash Korde

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence  Scott Burnett Brown
Silver Medal of Excellence  Samantha Cilenti

ISABELLE FARRINGTON
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, FAIRFIELD

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES IN ADMINISTRATION
Gold Medal of Excellence  Megan Gallant
Silver Medal of Excellence  Nancy Diane Caron
Dean’s Leadership Award  Christine Cincotta
Dean’s Leadership Award  Jennifer Maxon
Outstanding Thesis Award  Gyna M. Grant

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES IN LITERACY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Carol Spring
Silver Medal of Excellence  Mariana Louloudis
Dean’s Leadership Award  Nikki Wocl

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Ruth Ann Phillips
Silver Medal of Excellence  Cameron Thomas Neal
Dean’s Leadership Award  Christine Gussen
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kristen Noble
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Carla Bravo
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Angela DiRenno
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Stephanie Emily Giblin
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Kelly Ondine LaFronz
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Meredith Petralia
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Caitlyn Van Deusen
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Carmine John Corica
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Laura Ann Greene
ISABELLE FARRINGTON COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION, GRISWOLD

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES
IN ADMINISTRATION
Gold Medal of Excellence  Julia C. Wrighton
Silver Medal of Excellence  Frances M. Whitney
Dean’s Leadership Award  John W. Cote
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Suzanne F. Serra
Outstanding Research Award  Frances M. Whitney
Outstanding Thesis Award  Andrea M. Mea

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES
IN LITERACY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Jacki L. Spring
Silver Medal of Excellence  Danielle B. Maguire
Dean’s Leadership Award  Polly J. Dean

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Kristina Georgian
Silver Medal of Excellence  Jake Thomas Sherman-Watson
Dean’s Leadership Award  Victoria A. Patrick
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Heather R. Armstrong
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Amelia L. Vinciguerra
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Michela E. Lavin
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Samantha Lynn Wiegel

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Gerianne Scarpitto
Silver Medal of Excellence  Brian Kuruc
APTA Mary McMillan Scholarship Nominee  Shradha Singh Rana
Dean’s Leadership Award  Christina Mary Mogelnicki
Margaret Palliser Scholarship  Kelly Perez Creane
Physical Therapy Professional Service Award  Katrina Angeles Dy
Physical Therapy Professional Service Award  Shradha Singh Rana
Stephan T. Bowers Scholarship  Kelsea Jonelle Weber
Victor Vaughan Legislative Service Award  Morgan Paige Bowen
Victor Vaughan Legislative Service Award  John McGeorge

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Hannah S. Chamblin
Silver Medal of Excellence  Kyle J. Gravino

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS
Gold Medal of Excellence  Megan Elizabeth Pollock
Silver Medal of Excellence  Shaker S. Shakori

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Jennifer Amanda Edwards
Silver Medal of Excellence  Jeanine Hannum
Dean’s Leadership Award  Shawn Lawrence Cariglio
Dean’s Leadership Award  Jordan McCauley

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Lauren Crini
Silver Medal of Excellence  Abigail Enright
Dean’s Leadership Award  Annelise Gaffney

COLLEGE OF NURSING

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Mary M. Frawley
Silver Medal of Excellence  Lana Kean
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kassandra Priscilla
August-Marcucio
Dean’s Leadership Award  Jill Cecot Markowski
Outstanding D.N.P. Project Award  Mary M. Frawley
Outstanding D.N.P. Project Award  Lana Kean

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - CLINICAL NURSE LEADER
Dean’s Leadership Award  Gretchen Suzanne Buchmann
Outstanding Capstone Award  Natalia Dabrowska
Outstanding Capstone Award  Jessica Danielle Winterbottom
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Ashley Marie Renaud

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER
Gold Medal of Excellence  Christina Drelichowski
Silver Medal of Excellence  Danielle Lee Mallory
Dean’s Leadership Award  Alyssa Lodato
Dean’s Leadership Award  Elizabeth Ann Souza
Outstanding Capstone Award  Gina Valente Lang
Outstanding Capstone Award  Corrie Northfell
Outstanding Clinical Skills Award  Kate-Lyn McKeon Birchell

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - NURSE EDUCATOR
Gold Medal of Excellence  Audry H. Peterson
Silver Medal of Excellence  Laurie Ann Krause
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kelsey Panosky
Outstanding Clinical Skills Award  Jacqueline A. Tierney
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Janan Leya
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Shannon Hope Denny

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - NURSING MANAGEMENT & EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP
Dean’s Leadership Award  Wen Wu Wang
Outstanding Administrative Practicum Award  Mary Carmen Diaz-Raymond
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Ann-Marie Gianotti
UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC AWARDS

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

ART & DESIGN
Gold Medal of Excellence Olivia Mary Manke
Silver Medal of Excellence Alyssa Marie Miconi

BIOCHEMISTRY
Gold Medal of Excellence Nicholas Damiano Fusco

BIOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence Kendra Julina Sherman
Silver Medal of Excellence Emily Grace Orosco

CHEMISTRY
Gold Medal of Excellence Renee Michele Russo
Silver Medal of Excellence Blair Elizabeth Yesko

COASTAL AND MARINE SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence Kelly Christine Scanlon

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Gold Medal of Excellence Olivia Mittleman
Silver Medal of Excellence Ryan Gerard Touhey

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Gold Medal of Excellence Michael Andrew Colwell
Silver Medal of Excellence Antonio Granata

DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
Gold Medal of Excellence Hallie Christine Young
Silver Medal of Excellence Jillian Marie Pastor

ENGLISH
Gold Medal of Excellence Eve M. Papa
Silver Medal of Excellence Julia Fama

GENERAL STUDIES
Gold Medal of Excellence Maria Citarella
Silver Medal of Excellence Nicholas Darbisi

GLOBAL STUDIES
Gold Medal of Excellence Hector Gutierrez
Silver Medal of Excellence Jessica Marie Bland

HISTORY
Gold Medal of Excellence Meagan Taylor Schantz
Silver Medal of Excellence Lindsay Mary Rourke

MATHEMATICS
Gold Medal of Excellence Michael Anthony Bubolo
Silver Medal of Excellence Sarah Riccio

MEDIA ARTS
Gold Medal of Excellence Evan Denny
Silver Medal of Excellence Eric Stephen Torrens

MOLECULAR & CELLULAR BIOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence Brad Dino Cingolani
Silver Medal of Excellence James Joseph Siclari

NEUROSCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence Gabrielle Olivia Gontarek
Silver Medal of Excellence Francisco Andrés Del Valle Díaz

PHILOSOPHY
Gold Medal of Excellence Joseph Augustine Cain
Silver Medal of Excellence Christopher David Mannion

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence Kimberly Dolores Jean Hylan
Silver Medal of Excellence Blake Turley

PSYCHOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence Lisa Antonia Lavorgna
Silver Medal of Excellence Hannah Elizabeth Rennie

SOCIAL WORK
Gold Medal of Excellence Deanna Marie Aliperti
Silver Medal of Excellence Jamie Rose Pinilla-O’Dea

SOCIOMETRY
Gold Medal of Excellence Laura Kate James
Silver Medal of Excellence Alyssa Nicole Pezzella

SPANISH
Gold Medal of Excellence Gloria Maganda Perkins
Silver Medal of Excellence Hayden Michael Garrabrant

THEATRE ARTS
Gold Medal of Excellence Kevin Richard Carlson
Silver Medal of Excellence Serginho Valcourt

THEOLOGY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Gold Medal of Excellence Erin Marie Curley
Silver Medal of Excellence Deborah A. Fedeli
JACK WELCH COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

ACCOUNTING
Gold Medal of Excellence Victoria Rose Cutrone
Silver Medal of Excellence Sean Matthew Boulay

BUSINESS ECONOMICS
Gold Medal of Excellence Selina Logemann
Silver Medal of Excellence Scott James Norton

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence Bryan Oneil Powell
Silver Medal of Excellence Michael Joseph Martire
Gold Medal of Excellence in Programming Ryan Edward Rogers

FINANCE
Gold Medal of Excellence Michael Anthony Bubolo
Silver Medal of Excellence Evan Michael Velleca

MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence Courtney Elizabeth Kramer
Silver Medal of Excellence Clay French Sweitzer

MARKETING
Gold Medal of Excellence John Frank Goodnough
Silver Medal of Excellence Beatrice Carolina Gomes

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence Matthew Fallon
Silver Medal of Excellence Oscar Curras Caballero

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

ATHLETIC TRAINING
Gold Medal of Excellence Cynthia Desouza Felizardo
Silver Medal of Excellence Jessica Katherine Duthie

EXERCISE SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence Brooke Patricia Marconi
Silver Medal of Excellence Mary Claire Hemmer

HEALTH SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence Nicole Kathryn Maseroni
Silver Medal of Excellence Rory Donahue

COLLEGE OF NURSING

NURSING FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
Gold Medal of Excellence Jacob David Masco
Silver Medal of Excellence Julia Marie DiBiccardi

NURSING RN TO BSN
Gold Medal of Excellence Kara Ann Sweere
Silver Medal of Excellence Anna Horosczak

ST. VINCENT’S COLLEGE

RADIOGRAPHY
Gold Medal of Excellence Alanna Michaels Miele
Silver Medal of Excellence Carlos Barragan
Honor Societies

Alpha Epsilon Delta
The Health Professional Honor Society
Undergraduates
Madison Aline Ashworth
Amanda Nicole Betting
Kyle Ricardo Carmona
Louis Castro
Derek Ryan Chapman
Brianna Nicole Collins
Michaela Anne Davies
Francisco Andrés Del Valle Díaz
Jessica Emily Failace
Nicholas Damiano Fusco
Joseph Michael Giacomo
Gabrielle Olivia Gontarek
Laura Elizabeth Ingenito
Rebecca Jean-Pierre
Helena Kizildag
Michelle Maureen Loken
Briana Mancuso
Ashley Martinez
Maggie Kathleen McKee
Angelina Grace Pagano
Amanda Marie Shanks
Joseph Stancavage, Jr.
Leah Kristen Van Tronk
Brianna Marie Villa
Erica Elizabeth Vuocolo
Marissa Lynne Yost
Nicole Margaretha Zurawski

Alpha Kappa Delta
International Sociology Honor Society
Undergraduates
Laura Kate James
Melissa Malheiro
Alyssa Nicole Pezzella

Alpha Phi Sigma
National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Graduates
Kasha Egypt Alston-mann
Melanie Carpanzano
Evgenia Condolios
Timothy Fedor
Renee Robyn Flores
Aaron John Larcom
Kevin Joseph Mc Kellick
John Joseph Rich
Jessica Lee Sandler
Melissa Vernili
Brian David Weir
Matthew Carl Wiersma
Undergraduates
Greg Joseph Argenio
Erica Leigh Boccuzzi
Sarah Caroline Evans
Kelsey Gabris
Kimberly Dolores Jean Hylan
Taylor Paige Lotito
Tarra Alyssa Owen
Brittany Anne Welkes

Beta Beta Beta
National Biological Honor Society
Undergraduates
Amanda Nicole Betting
Brooke Elizabeth Chesler
Brad Dino Cingolani
Danielle Corinne cusmano
Michaela Anne Davies
Francisco Andrés Del Valle Díaz
Julio London Galindo, Jr.
Gabrielle Olivia Gontarek
Ashley Taylor Healy
Adrienne Nicole Hoffman
Cassandra Evan Lew
Emma Mary Madden
Erin Barbara Marx
Emily Grace Oroso
Kiley Michelle Ridgway
Kendra Julina Sherman
James Joseph Siclari
Joseph Stancavage, Jr.
Christopher Francis Turecek

Delta Epsilon Sigma
National Scholastic Honor Society
Undergraduates
Rebecca Danielle Armand
Margo Hayden Douglas
Russell Steven Frey
Abigail Elizabeth Gardner
Savannah Sage Lodge
Briana Mancuso
Christopher David Mannion
Sandra Rivera McDonald
Ingrid Sophia Rempe
Hannah M. Tadic
Blake Turley
Carmen Michael Vacchiano
Lindsay Patricia Walther

Gamma Sigma Epsilon
National Chemistry Honor Society
Undergraduates
Bethany Kalach
Renee Michele Russo
Blair Elizabeth Yesko
Robert Bruce Yozzo

Lambda Pi Eta National Communication Association Honor Society
Undergraduates
Whitney Viera Bibens
Brendan Daniel Capuano
Melanie Ann DaSilva
Stephanie Desantis
Daniel Patrick Diggins
Dominick Anthony Daniele
Abigail Marie Haberle
Matthew Henshaw
Tessa A. Kielbasa
Olivia Mittleman
Stephanie Elaine Petway
Meghan Elizabeth Rice
Samantha Ronan
Stephanie Maria Santoro
Andrew Stuart Thomson, Jr.
Eric Stephen Torrens
Ryan Gerard Touhey
Hallie Christine Young

Phi Alpha
National Honor Society for Social Work
Graduates
Heather Rose Chovitz
Jade Sasha-Gae Coleman-Wallace
Francis Peter Fornariek, III
Adielen Garcia
Timothy Holt
Kristin Nicole Montini
Katie Cecilia Neumann
Nicole Elizabeth Noce
Ashley Piroseno
Abigail Sevigny
Rebecca Catherine Smith
Sarah Rose Walewski
Brianna Marie Winiewski
Melissa Ann Zagaroli
Undergraduates
Deanna Marie Aliperti
Amber Baker
Nicole Marie Bettinelli
Deanna Rose Doherty
Caitlyn Elizabeth Moran
Courtney Elizabeth Paccione
Jamie Rose Pinilla-O’Dea
Deanna Marie Scalzo
Grace Kathleen Turso
Maylene Kaitlin Vidro
Rachel Mariana Vogt
Brittany Anne Welkes
Lana Zakhour

Phi Alpha Theta
National History Honor Society
Undergraduates
Christopher Joseph Constantino
Taylor Paige Lotito
Brooke McCarthy
Remi Grace O’Shaughnessy
Brandon Roy Parker
Lindsay Mary Rourke
Nicole Sarah Sambuco
Meagan Taylor Schantz
Shannon Michelle Smirnoff
**Phi Sigma Iota**
*International Foreign Language Honor Society*

**Undergraduates**
- Andressa Dias Andrade
- Kathryn Mary Barry
- Erica Leigh Boccuzzi
- Rosanna Raffaela Furano
- Hayden Michael Garaabrant
- Emily Marie Hague
- Gloria Maganda Perkins
- Jessica Ellen Rice
- Christian Andres Rodriguez
- Olivia Catherine Shaw
- Delia Ellen Thornton
- Marissa Lynne Yost
- Brianna Michelle Zensky

**Pi Mu Epsilon**
*National Mathematics Honor Society*

**Undergraduates**
- Michael Anthony Bubolo
- Nicholas Joseph Dasilva
- Emily Marie Hague
- Cariann Brenda Johnson
- Cassandra Eva Lew
- John Henry Munday
- Emily Anne Murphy
- Sarah Riccio
- Ryan Edward Rogers
- Renee Michele Russo

**Pi Sigma Alpha**
*National Political Science Honor Society*

**Undergraduates**
- Jessica Marie Bland
- Julia Rochelle Hutchinson
- Kimberly Dolores Jean Hylan
- Gregory James Price
- Blake Turley

**Psi Chi**
*International Honor Society in Psychology*

**Graduates**
- Alexis Marie Campbell
- Yenesis Marulanda Jones
- Catherine Latour
- Kelly Jeanne Love
- Abigail Mastrone
- Kornelia Oszkinis
- Jessica Page
- Alyssa Nicole Zadravecz

**The Thomas More Honors Program**

**Undergraduates**
- Rebecca Antonia Bedosky
- Alyssa Marie Benedetto
- Julia Caiazzo
- Kyle Ricardo Carmona
- Kathleen Marie Castrilli
- Allison Celine Devine
- Margo Hayden Douglas
- Sarah Caroline Evans
- Jessica Emily Failace
- Julia Marie Francese
- Alison Marie Heffler
- Nikolaes James Kakaletris
- Lisa Antonia Lavornga
- Julie Lopes
- Kathryn Mary McCabe
- Gabriella Monferrato
- Shyanne Marie Ottosi
- Hannah Elizabeth Rennie
- Brenna Livia Scott
- Samantha Trott
- Savannah Gabrielle Viggiano
- Melissa Marie Weaver

**Sigma Tau Delta**
*International English Honor Society*

**Undergraduates**
- Carissa Veronica D’Agostino
- Emily Ann Johnson
- Megan Catherine Keane
- Eve M. Papa
- Ashley Danielle Soules
- Delia Ellen Thornton
- Zoe Wollert

**Beta Gamma Sigma**
*International Business Honor Society*

**Graduates**
- Scott Burnett Brown

**Undergraduates**
- Eliana Lisset Arboleda
- Rebecca Danielle Armand
- Thomas Otto Black
- Michael Anthony Bubolo
- Sarah Costanza
- Brian Cravens
- Ashley Michele Darling
- Tyler Anthony Dasilva
- Zachary James De Conciliys
- Erin Kerri FitzGerald
- Beatrice Carolina Gomes
- William James Gounaris
- Kyle Arthur Jalbert
- Amelia Mary Justo
- Victoria Kamp
- Courtney Elizabeth Kramer
- Dane Ethan Krchnavy
- Katharine Marie Li
- Brooke Anne McGreeen
- Juan C. Paez-Romero
- Ingrid Sophia Rempe
- Ashley Nicole Saenz
- Clay French Sweitzer
- Thomas James Taranto
- Kaitlyn Anne Thorogood
- Curtis Edward Topper
- Grace Amber Tutunjian
- Carmen Michael Vacchiano
- Evan Michael Velleca

**Jack Welch College of Business**

**Kaitlyn Anne Thorogood**
**Lauren Ashley Toole**
**Erica Elizabeth Vuocolo**
**Kelsey Brianna Westermann**
**Emily Gao-Hopkins**
**Wonsiewicz**
**Marissa Lynne Yost**
Upsilon Pi Epsilon
International Honor Society for Computing and Information

GRADUATES
Mashail Saud Alyousif
William J. Ashman
Naga Swetha Bollu
Vincent DeLaCruz
Timothy Gilchrist
Peter Braxton Johnson
William Miklos
Alexander J. Wood
Fekadu Lakew Yihunie

UNDERGRADUATES
Ryan Phuc Nguyen
Tram Ngoc Nguyen
Bryan Oneil Powell
Ryan Edward Rogers
Nicole Lynn San Filippo
Ian Joseph Senerth

College of Health Professions

Phi Theta Epsilon
The American Occupational Therapy Foundation Honor Society

GRADUATES
Ashley Elizabeth Berardesca
Emily Rose Corrice
Erin Marie Coutts
Brenna Natalia DeStefano
Chelsea Mary Duffy
Jennifer Amanda Edwards
Alexandra Elizabeth Gullo
Joanna Gurman
Jeannine Hannum
Caitlin Kaczynski
Jennifer Ann Lee
Giana Rose Marucci
Kristen Marie Mourao
Jennifer Vialonga

College of Nursing

Sigma Theta Tau
International Honor Society of Nursing

GRADUATES
Ela Binbay
Kate-Lyn McKeon Birchell
Kerianne Brennan
Kristina Elizabeth Cullor
Natasha Dabrowska
Angela De Leon
Christina Drelichowski
Jessica Gambardella
Ann-Marie Gianotti
Diane Graham
Alyssa Lodato
Kristen Murusky
Corrie Northfell
Nicholas Clark Picard
Nelida Saebe
Lori Tirado
Madonna Wadolowski

UNDERGRADUATES
Marissa Chiarenza
Julia Rose Collins
Taylor Paige Flohr
Alisha Nicole Giordano
Erika Anne Johnson

St. Vincent's College

Phi Theta Kappa
International Honor Society

NURSING
Jaime N. Bonner
Rolando Limbo Briones
Brittany Anne Coda
Kalene Cunningham
Ashley Marie Dayton
Bridget Ann Durette
Kelly Ann Finnucan
Leah Ann Graham
Sabreena Guertin
Erin May Horvath
Allan LeRoy McDaniel, III
Georgina Hopkins McNiff
Nicholas Miranda
Adriana Molina
Brittany D. Murphy
Daniella Parreiras
Amanda Porter
Kenneth Joseph Reynolds
Kimberly Scott
Katherine Viebranz
Kelsey Catherine Yarrish

Radiography
Brittany Katherine Palko
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
GRADUATE STUDENTS

JACK WELCH COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Doctor of Business Administration
Kerry Lynn Calnan
Agnieszka Marta Chomicz-Grabowska
Matthew Crane
Heather Elizabeth Dempsey
Marcus D. Ellis
Cem Onur Karatas
Thomas Nicholas Kushner
Justice K. Ofori-Boadu
Stephen Prescod
Gregory Sabin
Sam Kwong Shum
Georginus Ejiofor Ugwu

Doctor of Physical Therapy
Francis Atallah
Emily Anne Aversa
Samantha Patricia Balestrieri
Thomas V. Barcia
Morgan Paige Bowen
Elizabeth Ashley Boyle
Lisa Marie Brekke
Erin Marie Chapman
Megan Elizabeth Charleston
Audrey Naomi Dolenc
Tracy Donlon
Katrina Angeles Dy
Kelly Sarah Esty
Alyssa Farnsworth
Brittany Rose Franklin
Stephanie Gabriele
Jamie Rose Gladding
Jonathan Goldfarb
Shannon Hickey
Taylor B. Hunziker
Gregory Angelo Hutchinson
Brian Kuruc
Michaela Theresaline Lachance
Robert Jeffrey Lewis
Courtney Ann Machamer
Cristina Julia Martello
Chelsea Leah Martin
John McGeorge
Tara McKeon
Elizabeth Mary McLean
Brian Mecca
Irina Mesheriakov

Christina Mary Mogelnicki
Tyler Naef
Jeremy Mark Nardiello
Alyssa Natario
Danielle Eva Owens
Matthew John Paolillo
Laurel Jean Passaretti
Kelly Perez Creane
Katherine Marie Quick
Shradha Singh Rana
Kenneth Rubin
Gerianne Scarpitto
Michael Semancik
Christopher R. Spagnoletti, Jr.
Kevin Stimmel
Bianca L. Tiberi
Laila Elizabeth Tokatli
Kelsey Jean Teveloni
Michael Robert Vaiano
Lauren Paige Valenti
Megan Valovich
Jeffrey James Verneus
Thomas Joseph Villarino
Kelsea Jonelle Weber
Kathryn Lumm Wing
Kyle Robert Valente Wolf
Katelyn Evangeline Xenakis
Nataliya Yatsevich

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Kassandra Priscilla August-Marcucio
Donna Ann Brennan
Jessica Sharece Brown
Mary M. Frawley
Lana Kean
Marlene Angela Malcolm
Jill Cecot Markowski

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Kassandra Priscilla August-Marcucio
Donna Ann Brennan
Jessica Sharece Brown
Mary M. Frawley
Lana Kean
Marlene Angela Malcolm
Jill Cecot Markowski

ISABELLE FARRINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Certificate of Advanced Studies–Administration
Matthew M. Agnello
Sara Elizabeth Alberti
Joseph Edward Anastasio
Michele K. Arico
Michael F. Barraco
Kristy A. Behbehani
Patricia Berkowitz
Suzanne L. Brunelle
Dawn Marie Campbell
Nancy Diane Caron
Paul Andrew Cavanna
Robert M. Cillino
Christine Cincotta
Corinne Clark Barney
Holly Anne Constantine
John W. Cote
Tiffany W. Cozzolino
Julie D'Agostino-Corden
Keith Danieluk
Tina Marie D'Auteuil
Courtney Decker
Heather Michelle DeLude
Maria DeVito
Sharon Marie Dixon
Jenna Lee Dufresne
Rhoda Euridice Emmancoul
Jason Robert England
Linniea N. Fitzgerald
Megan Gallant
Kelly E. Gelineau
Miranda Michelle Getz
Gyna M. Grant
Jason Geasley
Julie K. Gutierrez
Patricia L. Hamlin
Kaja Hermanowski
Krystal Marie Hill
Meredith Homza
Tomeka Kelley Howard
Robert Joseph Hughes, Jr.
Kimberly Michelle Jones
Alesha Kelley
Lindsay Frances Koreiwo
Robert Andrew Kravec, III
Tammy M. Laferriere
Megan Lamontagne
Tricia J. Lance
Lynne Le Pape
Rebecca Galin Macri
Jason D. Magao
Daniela Marchitto
Shannon Brigid Mariconda
Dawn M. Matthews
Jennifer Maxon
Sean Patrick Mayo
Andrew A. Mea
Melissa Mooney-Butterfield
Dana L. Mutsch
Rachel Ann Newer
Brian M. Olsen
Dana Perez
Nicole Natalie Querzé
Corilyn Elizabeth Rafferty
Shirley Ricart
Robert Roche, Jr.
Jennifer Lynn Rosa
Rebecca Rose
Daniel Routher
Arleen Ruiz
Caroline Schwayer
Suzanne F. Serra
Tara Shea
Natasha Leigh Smith-Bowe
Amy L. Soffoletto
Stacy A. Sutton
Megan Elizabeth Wakely
Frances M. Whitney
Kimberly G. Wilson
Julia C. Wrightson
Kerri A. Zmeskal
Jennifer L. Zotti

Certificate of Advanced Studies–Literacy
Lauren Benvenuti
Polly J. Dean
Joy Ann Drakonakis
Jenna Christine Garcia
Alicia Ann Garstka
Mariana Louloudis
Danielle B. Maguire
Sara Whitney Mason
Jacqueline S. Pastrana
Christine Nicole Porfilio
Kelly Silva
Sara L. Snelling
Carol Spring
Jacki L. Spring
Dana Sudhoff
Nikki Wocel
Stacey Zinovich

Certificate of Advanced Studies–Teaching
Daniel T. Wilson

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Master of Science
Chemistry
Shaiknah Aldawish
Duua Alhazmi
Zenat Mohammed Alkhayat
Amal Ali Alshehri
Saber Alyoubi
Amanda Carol Balesano
David Daniel Bocash
Kevin Michael Campos
Francis Edward Divisconti
Elizabeth Guerrera
Hodan Ismail
Latoya Williams
Alyssa Nicole Zadravec
Erin Zseller

Master of Public Administration
Sarah Henderson
Margarita Nichole Landelius
Rebecca Joiner Mulrean

Jennifer De La Caridad Furino
Anthony Thomas Fugnitti
Kelyn Fillmore
Kelly Felter
Jacqueline Margaret Delannoy
Michael Louis DeGennaro
Angelica Cramer
Tyler Chen
Jennifer Carlson
Cody Tyler Campson
Kelsey Ann Burton

Damian Galewowski
Carolina Mercedes Guerrero
Victoria Susan Hague
Alexander Harnsberger
James Henderson
Thomas Anthony Henderson
Andrew Vincent Holzberg
Nicholas Ianni
Timothy Liam Johnson
Timothy Michael Kelly
Justin Lauer
Matthew Love
Kristen Nicole Manfield
Daniel Marchelitis
Olivia Marlow
Sandu Marie Marques
Melissa Rose Martin
Gabriella Elizabeth Martin
Ashley Mascolo
Christopher McCormick
Michelle Therese Moor
Patrick Moreau
Maria V. Oguardolani
Nicholas Joseph Ohl
Luisa F. Ospina
Christopher Jesse Peterman
Patrick Quinn
Zachary Alex Ryan
Matthew David Sullivan
Paul Talamo
Gregory Taylor
Shane Taylor
Christopher Paul Tumio
Tara Lynn Ventura

Master of Business Administration
Ibrahim Al Majdua
Saleh Alasqah
Ahmed Saleh Alghamdi
Razan Saleh Alhudaifi
Houri Abdullah Alhumaidi
Anooq Alsaqaier
Abdullah Alsagahyir
Richard W. Andrews, III
Aaron Armstrong
Leah Arseneault
Reed Arveduto
Thomas Michael Bonelli
Katherine Rose Bria
Jennifer Gardner Brunner
Joseph Albert Caceres
Gregory Joseph Caldera
Dante Sando Cardone
Jason Cassella
Kevin Catele
Reid O’Brien Chemidlin
Joseph Cioffi
Justin Camden Cole
Alady Maria Cubas Cantillo
Erlich Doerksen
Kevin David Duke
Ali Yahya A. Fqihii
Majed Fayad
Sara Jessica Feeney
Juliana Fetherman
Thomas Matthew Floydy, III
Joshua Freira
John Anthony Georgallas
Bryan Gresalfi
Eric Grindrod
Essa Ali A. Haddadi
Katherine Grace Haines
Stephen Owen Hanlon
Peter William Harrison, Sr.
Stephanie Hill
Sheena Marie Hollywood
Tracy H. M. Hubbard
Brian Arthur Hughes
Matthew Fenuniai Ialio
Robert Joyce
Zeina Kabbani
Shannon Kaschak
Besim Krasniqi
Elisa Kristensen
Amrish Kumar
Julian Linke
Charles Austin Mack
Jeffrey Makari
Heather Markert
David R. Master
Samantha Florence-Ann Mays
Amy Christine Miers
Daniel C. Mistretta
Kenya M. Moales-Byrd
John J. Montoya
Lindsay Priest Neal
Michelle Kathryn Neri
Britta Haze Nordstrom
Amber Lee Pace
Katherine Mary Pauletti
Anthony Amede Pellerin
Jeffrey Peras
Janice E. Pickett-Lee
Justin Louis Pope
Florian Popp
Scott Prior
Brie Deanna Robinson
Angelo Rossi
Nikolaous Joseph Rubino
Ajay Kumar Sabbavarapu
Alaa Ahmed Y. Sallom
Colleen Schalich
Christina Illum Schervin
Gustave Nzabonankira Seabbi
Annette Segarre-Negron
Ghadeer Sindi
Erlin Storck
Katherine Marie Szewczyk
John Targia
Andre Joseph Torres
Anis Tounsi
Maria Ulloa
Joshua Anthony Unger
Sterlin Victor
Sonali Virendra
David Michael Vozzella, Jr.
Benjamin Vuolo
Megan Ward
Kelly Marie Yawgel
Kiana Ye
David E. Yunkerwich, Jr.

Master of Science

Computer Science & Information Technology
Sahar Alghamdi
Mohammed Al-Ghanmi
Khalid Almhanna
Mounika Ambati Neha
Alexandria Angst
William J. Ashman
Pratamesh Pravin Badhan
Naga Swetha Bolu
Naveen Cheldhi
Christopher Patrick Danby
Srikanth Deevi
Vincent DelaCruz
Barbara Gerwien
Adithya Gouribhatla
Venkata Sai Teja Jandhyala
Peter Braxton Johnson
Derek Kazmecry
Hepseeba Kode
Vinay Kumar Kolipaka
Kees Alexander Marino
Dhruvi Paresbhai Patel
Pavankumar Patel
Nikhil Prashant Patil
Noelia Quiroga
Abhishek Brijendra Shukla
Daqiang Sun
Praveenraja Talluri
Christina Terradista
Allison Rose Vegliante

Master of Science

Cybersecurity
Beebarg Akram
Abdullah Mohammed Alamer
Abdulmalik Alasmari
Abdullah Abdulaziz Alhuwaish
Reham Fahad F. Almotirey
Bandar Dakhl K. Almutairi
Emad Alqarni
Mashail Saud Alyousif
Gregory Axelrod
Zachary James Cosenza
Master of Science
Human Resources Management
Sare Ajmal
Nouf Ghazi Alotaib
Waleed Alshammari
Hissah Fahad Altamrah
Nicole Bach
Francesca Maria Bloom
Scott Burnett Brown
Samantha Cilenti
Erin Kathleen Colonness
Shyla Anne Coughlin
James Paul Dalto
Chanele Davis
Nicholas Dellaria
Chelsea Feola
Tanecia Foster
Michelle N. Gavilanes
Nicholas D. Greene
Sarah-Ann Rose Haimann
Brittany Marie Hart
Brittany Ann Horn
Xaviera Jackson
Ruth Jean-Pierre
Mary Jane Krusinski
Wilson Anotonio Lantigua
Christina Angelica Maid
Michaela Mauro
Marcie Jeneen Middleton
Abdullah Hmoud Mobaraki
Michelle Renee Mustin
Innocent Nnorom Onduah
Harifa Banu Ponthala
Justina Outhavong Quesada
Vernee Cerie Richardson
Mark Rivera
Maracate Sassone-McHugh
Karla Kristine Stewart
Rina Natalia Vinelli Ramirez
Amandeep Virdee
Darlene Desir Williston

Master of Science
Finance and Investment Management
Sultan Masoud M. Alqahtani
Abdullah Sharidah
Alrhuayman
Ahmed Abdullah Alsamhan
Chetan Ramesh Chavda
Connor Patrick Cunningham
Douglas Morelock
Keyur Gopalbhai Panchal
Christopher Ross Perruzza
Alexander Perry
Joseph Michael Saggese
John Eugene Shannon
Yunjun Tong
Bach Phuong Tran
Abdullah Abdulkarim M. Zakri
Tatenda Victor Zenenga
Elizabeth Rose Mouchantat
Ghadeer Mansour Al. Munshi
Daniel Philip Murphy
Molly Elizabeth Murtha
Nathan Scott Musser
Cameron Thomas Neal
Kristen Noble
Heather Ann Norris
Kristen M. Nowak
Timothy O’Connor
Samantha O’Hara
Patricia Marie Osterndorf
Kristen Lynne Pandise
Bailey Taryn Partridge
Victoria A. Patrick
Meredith Petralia
Ruth Ann Phillips
Sabrina Phillips
Cassandra Picard
Alexandra Pierre-Louis
Lauren Audrey Pilon
Nicholas Montgomery Pond
Michael William Presti
Kaitlin Elizabeth Priest
Ashley Froseenak
Timothy Daniel Randall
Monica Lynn Reis
Sean Remondino
Antonio Rizzuto
Corey L. Rocha
Stephanie Rodriguez
Amy Elizabeth Rowe
Kimberly Anne Ruback
Melissa Lee Ruei
Cassandra A. Scarpa
Jacob Schneidermeyer
Melissa L. Schwab
Rebecca-Jo Schwetz
Chelsea Marie Scarretta
Melanie Marie Shea
Miakela Maria Sherlock
Matt Silber
Nicole Alexa Silvar
Thomas Silvestri
Abby E. Singer
Alexander D. Smola
Ashlie M. Sobus
Janessa Jo-Ann Soucy
Cassandra A. Spakowski
Erik Marie Spedaliero
Michael Dennis Stefura
Adam Michael Sturges
Jessica A. Suplee
Jessica L. Tavernier-Flagg
Weston Thomas
Stephanie Marie Tucciarone
Anthony Keith Care Turgeon
Caitlyn Van Deusen
Julia Vezza
Amelia L. Vinciguerra
Amy Vlosky
Caithlin Elizabeth Weir
Samantha Lynn Wiegel
Alysa Williams
Suzanne Michelle Williams
Edward P. Wilson
Allison Anne Woods
Mr. Daiwei Xue
Nicole Yancey
Jenna Youd
Ben Young
Julia P. Zawacki

Master of Education
Nicholas Botticelli
Erin Louise Broderick
Michela E. Lavin
Jessica Marcinczyzk
Jessica Jean Recce
Elizabeth K. Riordan
Renate Roehl
Skyla L. Seltzer
Jake Thomas Sherman-Watson
Karla Nicole Vazquez
Reagan Walker

College of Health Professions

Master of Science Exercise
Science and Nutrition
Ashley Baillargeon
Dominic Russell Caporelli
Hannah S. Chamblin
Peter Arnold Detrik
Patrick Diforio
Frances Terese Donahue
Kyle J. Gravino
Ally Lates
Kyle Liang
Corinne Kathleen Lyons
Lawrence Thomas Nembhard
James Pasquin
Kate Lynn Pellegrino
Sean Peters
Natalie Marie Rivera
Benjamin Edward Smeriglio
Michael Francis Stant

Master of Science Healthcare Informatics
Shefai Abdurraof
Shawn Adger
Tarfah Atallah M. Abblewi
Amr Hussein Ibrahim
ALghannmi
Roba Alhaifani
Naser Moslem Alharbi
Abdulmajeed Awwad
Alharthi
Sarah Ahmed Aljehani
Azzam Aljuaid
Nada Alkhammas
Daifallah Faiz Alkhoshi
Basem Alqrashi
Rashed Safar Alrabie
Hanaf Sadaf Alrabiee
Hana Alsofyany
Nofal Alsuaibie
Renee Amoako
Sai Chowdary Bandarupalli
Fatia Blilah
Katrina Jolene Collins
Perrana Dave
Fawziyah Omar Fallatah
Moataz Ismaael Filimban
Suzan Kamal
Ellen Lagosz
Hema Laksh
Alexandria MacKenzie Lynch
Christine Machan
Mutas Saud Maghrabi
Sai Lakshmi Navya Mamidi
Keerthi Manne
Biana Mykytyn
Sabrina Alexandra Navarro-Lopez
Folla Nyada
Oluwatobi Oyelekan Ojo
Indu Pathi
Megan Elizabeth Pollock
Kristina Salazar
Shaker S. Shakori
Nikhil Kumar Sirga
Marcia C. Wallace
Krupasagar Yarlagadda
Hassan Zakaria

Master of Science
Occupational Therapy
Ellis S. Badger
Ashley Elizabeth Berardesca
Jamie Blackman
Kelly Marie Brigley
Veronica Bun
Kaliyah L. Burris
Shawn Lawrence Cariglio
Julia Ann Chiappetta
Caroline Elizabeth Conte
Emily Rose Corrice
Erin Marie Couts
Angelina Rose Curcio
Brenna Natalia DeStefano
Caleigh Margaret Dion
Chelsea Mary Duffy
Stephanie Dumond
Alexandra Eberle

Jennifer Amanda Edwards
Alexandrea Elizabeth Gullo
Joanna Garman
Elizabeth Haggerty
Jeannine Hannum
Adriana Joy Hochman
Jeffrey Homan
Caithlin Kaczynski
Taylor Lauder
Jennifer Ann Lee
Sarah MacDonald
Julia Aislinn Martin
Giana Rose Marucci
Jordan McCauley
Andrew Akira McKay
Kristen Marie Mourao
Lisa Edenholm Murray
Rae Ann Nezet
Alyssa Suzanne Pearce
Kelsey Margaret Perst
Ryan Michael Pomroy
Colleen Quinn
Kelly Anne Quinn
Katilyn Marie Romain
Michele Teresa Roy
Lauren Elizabeth Silver
Christopher Tack
Angela R. Torriero
Sara Elizabeth Totura
Jennifer Vialonga
Lauren Ashley Wendeborn
Emilie Marie Westhoff
Jillian Whitney
Keryn Stephanie Wittenberg

Master of Science
Physician Assistant Studies
Madison Altwies
Derek Francis Andrzejewski
Vanessa Luna Barber
Mark Branton
Nicole Elizabeth Carroll
Lauren Darling Castaldi
Ashley Nicole Aquino
Catapang
Kimberly Pui Lei Chan
Joshua Clouette
Fiona Winnie Donegan
Felipe Flores
Kanwon Garley
Hassan Shaheed Greenidge
Gabriel Russel Holland
Constance Hyun Kim
Alina A. Melnyk
Jessika M. Lobraco
Brianye Elizabeth Lund
Colleen Marie Manna
Sarah Allison McCabe
Erik McCann
Sage Ann Miele  
Nathaniel Edward Murray  
Sara Naseer  
Jean Pierre Rivera Nieves  
Vera Orlando  
Ashley Nicole Pekera  
Kiana Khanh Pham  
Michelle Deann Piacente  
Hannah Ryann Prange  
Carla Emmanuelle Prophet  
Sean Vincent Rothenburger  
Natalie Sexenian  
Jennie Shar  
Erica Stolarz  
Anastasiya Zakharova  
Kathleen Tran  
Dennis Trieu  
Nicole Hilary Jaucian Valdez  
Molly Ann Verderame  
Christina Joy Weaver  
Molly Ann Verderame  
Christina Joy Weaver

Master of Science  
Speech Language Pathology  
Noella Alessandro  
Lirjona Bacaliu  
Katie Bednarz  
Angela T. Ciambriello  
Lauren Criniti  
Julie Catherine Docarmo  
Kara Doyle  
Rebecca Nicole Dupre  
Abigail Enright  
Alexandra Filippone  
Rhegan Fisher  
Annelise Gaffney  
Alicia Barbara Garamy  
Jacquelin Hernandez-Flores  
Alyssa Hughes  
Nicole Elizabeth Johnson  
Sara Joseph  
Aubry Kacsr  
Caitlin Kinney  
Kimberly Lagasse  
Colleen Latsko  
Kayla Claire Laydon  
Sydney Margaret Lima  
Michelle Manka  
Sarah McNicholas  
Ryan Patrick Murtha  
Jaime O'Neil  
Robin Petrillo  
Jacqueline Pfeiffer  
Shaylyn Regan  
Emily Rose Siegel  
Alyssa Nicole Skibo  
Kelsey Elizabeth Svenson  
Michelle Louise Tortora  
Paula Cristina Turdean  
Katie Verrastro

Robyn G. Warren  
Angel Gabriel Zamora

Angela De Leon  
Stefanie Denis  
Shannon Hope Denny  
Laura DeNoncour  
Lilian Pasco Desamero  
Mary Carmen Diaz-Raymond  
Lisa Joan Dickson  
Dwight Dimitrino  
Stefanie Lynn DiMichele  
Florencia DiRaffaele  
Laurie A. Domanico  
Danielle E. Dombrowski  
Stephanie Lynn Doody  
Keith Michael Douglass  
Caroline Downey  
Ashley Elizabeth Doyon  
Gabrielle Dragotta  
Christina Drellichowski  
Cinthia Louise Drew  
Shauna B. Drozd  
Benjamin Espiritu, Jr  
Heather Renee Everette  
Mason Daniel Everlith  
Kathleen M. Faherty  
Suzanne R. Falconer  
Sara Fallon Feigen  
Michelle Lauren Ferraro  
Gloria Ann Fier  
Amanda Fitzgerald  
Kelly Elizabeth Flynn  
Aimee Lynn Fong  
Suzanne Leigh Francis  
Christine G. Fratus  
Heidi Fuernstahl  
Nina M. Gabriel  
Jessica Gambardella  
Danielle Garcia  
Katherine Geraci  
Carolyn Jean Germaine  
Meredith Anne Germani  
Ann-Marie Gianotti  
Isabelle M. Gniadek  
Altagracia Gomez  
Diane Graham  
Tamika Cherrears Grant  
Kelly E. Granz  
Kristina Marie Grochowski  
Alexandra Danielle Gross  
Ann Renee Guminia  
Xiuling Guo  
Roger Kelsey Halbert  
William Thomas Halstead  
Amy Elizabeth Handley  
Susan Maureen Hanly  
Jeffrey Hanoka  
Michelle L. Harper  
Taylor C. Hartman  
John Allen Hewes  
Kristen Elaine Hewitt  
Joseph Brandon Hill  
Patricia Hornbeck  
Jeanmarie Bowen Hoye  
Maryann Iannolino  
Michele Lynn Johansson  
Nicole Chaquita Johnson  
Stephanie Marie Johnson  
Jennifer Lynn Karkos  
Christina Marie Kaschak  
Tina Gove Kebalka  
Heather Grace Kennedy  
Bryne Leigh Kessler  
James B. Key  
Sara Kinchloe  
Stephanie Lynne Kohler  
Jenna Marie Kostka  
Lauren Leigh Kramer  
Laurie Ann Krause  
Brandon Michael Kulak  
Beth Lafche  
Mary Ellen Wojtanik Lang  
Jamie Lantz  
Kathleen Frances Medina  
Lapaan  
Samantha Langess  
Michelle Lynn Leece  
Andrea Corrada Leszko  
Janan Leya  
Alyssa Lodato  
Tarah Rolande Lord  
Rosemary Lovallo  
Catrina Lozinski  
Alexis Magazino  
Leah Lizbeth Magliari  
Danielle Lee Mallory  
Olivia Rose Marshall  
Michelle Martinez  
Gina M. Martino  
Catherine Anne Maslan  
Heather Joy Massicotte  
Vanessa J. Mattison  
Stephanie Maxwell  
Ruth-Sarah Mazzaferro  
Laura A. McCabe  
Jeanette C. McGinley  
Sherri McGinley  
Veronica McGorry  
Jessica Aiken  
Catherine Mary McHugh  
Sandra Lynn McKenna  
Aida I. Melendez  
Robin Christina Merris  
Emily Moira Meyer  
Danielle Lee Moran  
Marissa Anna Morassi  
Amanda Costello Moreau  
Jessica Morelo  
Ashley Elizabeth Morton  
Kristen Murusky
Vanvy Elizabeth Nguyen
Corrie Northfell
Fusae Ogino
Elizabeth O’Mara
Mahedy Christopher Ortiz
Maryam Oshomah
Margo Robin Ott
Martin Edson Page
Veronica Ann Pando
Kelsey Panosky
Patricia Lanz Papacoda
Kirsten Pasterczyk
Stacey Lynn Peace
Tulukuu Perekuu
Sherry Reyes Perez
Christopher John Petersen
Audry H. Peterson
Brenda Jo Phipps
Nicholas Clark Picard
Cassandra Ann Piroli
Michelle E. Pompano
Elizabeth Brett Pope
Alexandra Day Porter
Jennifer Jeannette Post
Emilia Pruszko
Patricia Margaret Quinn
Traci Michele Rader
Brittany Lynn Raynard
Allison S. Read
Bridgeette N. Redick
Elizabeth Ann Reid
Ashley Marie Renaud
Ma Katrina A. Ricalde
Ashley Beth Roseman
Luisa Sofia Rotulo
Sunny Yoo Ruggeri
Deborah Marie Russo
Shelby Joan Sabatke
Nelida Sabeh
Amanda E. Salvatore
Linda M. Santiago-Arroyo
Yasmin Dalila Santos
Lisa A. Sanzone
Katie McArthur
Laura Schack
Michael James Shalgineicz
Laura Shapiro
Danielle Nicole Shattuck
Ashley Nicole Shelden
Laura Sheehan
Lauren C. Shuda
Rebecca Jean Sievers
Genna Simmons
Jennifer Ann Smith
Opal Therese Smith
Monica Anne Sorgen
Elizabeth Ann Souza
Diana Sparks
Margaret Starbard
Anna L. Steen
Jane Johnson Sullivan
Lynda S. Swerling
Jodie Dianna Sylvester
Cynthia Ann Grant Symonds
Debra Tagliantetti
Erin Tavella-Shearer
Jacqueline A. Tierney
Lori Tirado
Jordyn Tuttle
Traci Suzanne Umbreit
Gina Valente Lang
Theodore James Van Der Kamp, II
Bethany A. Vincuilla
Sarah Grace Violette
Madonna Wadolowski
Jennifer Anne Walker
Wen Wu Wang
Amy Wargo
Renea Renai Whaley
Beth Melisa Weldon
Sonia Williamson
Jessica Danielle Winterbottom
Christine Catherine Wofford
Benedicta Yankey
Anette Loretta Young
Bethany Ann Zoufaly
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Bachelor of Arts
Art and Design
Jennifer Bottone
Amy Elizabeth Boyles
Casey Richard Cmiel
Tristan Gowen
Matthew Kendall
Alysabel Mary Cuassay Mamutuk
Olivia Mary Manke
Alyssa Marie Miconi
Jasmeen-Desiree Phillips
Serena Marie Pinelli
Allison Bethany Riback
Michellia Sumigar
Harris Vu Tran
Mariko Yamamoto

Bachelor of Science
Biology
Hasoni Austin
Michael Rolando Ayala
Amanda Nicole Betting
Hunter Ann Boland
Brooke Elizabeth Chesler
Valentina Colletti
Danielle Corinne Cusmano
Joseph Michael Cutrone
Michaela Anne Davies
Rachel DeMarzo
Adeline Patricia DeStasio
Mary R. Dushay
Christelle Exile
Emily Rose Farina
Richard Fox
Julio London Galindo, Jr.
Christina Samantha Glavan
Ashley Taylor Healy
Olivia Hine
Adrienne Nicole Hoffman
Jenna Rose Larson
Cassandra Eva Lew
Emma Mary Madden
Julianna Amber Manno
Erin Barbara Marx
Alexandria Nicole Mesropyan
Diane Carla Miranda
Dominique Renee Newton
Emily Grace Oroscbo
Angelina Grace Pagano
Mason Michael Rambarose
Sofia Maria Randazzo
Kiley Michelle Ridgway
Manuel Alejandro Rosales
Georgina Abraham Santosh
Victoria Karen Schoenwald
Jean-Luc Gasole Sebabi
Marissa Claire Lastimoso Seguera
Kendra Julina Sherman
Elizabeth Maria Sosa
Joseph Stancavage, Jr.
Selena-Rae Tirado
Alicia S. Torres
Christopher Francis Turechek
Danielle Marie Varley
Marissa Lynne Yost

Bachelor of Science
Coastal and Marine Science
Kelly Christine Scanlon

Bachelor of Science
Molecular & Cellular Biology
Brad Dino Cingolani
James Joseph Siclari

Bachelor of Science
Neuroscience
Francisco Andrés Del Valle Díaz
Gabrielle Olivia Gontarek
Jennifer Hagedorn
Meredith Olivia Hallisey
Andrea Hernandez Mendoza
Fabiana Marina Persic
Ryan David Slezzik

Bachelor of Science
Biochemistry
Nicholas Damiano Fusco
Mark Paul King

Bachelor of Science
Chemistry
Hao Jia
Bethany Kalach
Renée Michele Russo
Massimiliano Trentini
Dorothy Yeboah
Blair Elizabeth Yesko
Robert Bruce Yozzo

Bachelor of Science
Communication Studies
Victoria Balarezo
Bryan Patrick Brown
Dante Martin Cabral
John Michael Cerretani
Kendall Joshua William Clark
Claire Elizabeth Conlan
Emily Corso
Nicole Elizabeth D’Andrea
Dominick Anthony Daniele
Melanie Ann DaSilva
Rebecca A. Debili
Anthony Francis Del Vecchio
Stephanie DeSantis
Also: Psychology Major
Daniel Patrick Diggins
Nicholas DiMartino
Robert Andrew Echavarria
John Michael Flanigan
Nicholas Greco
Abigail Marie Haberle
Mary Rebecca Harding
Kaylin Huey
Henry Christopher Indictor
John Alden Kaywood
Caroline Greer King
Martina Caterina La Marca
Julia Price Leonard
Paul Joseph Lombardi
Olivia Mittleman
Michael John Nicholas
Graham O’Dwyer
Meghan Elizabeth Rice
Christian Andres Rodriguez
Roberto Clemente Rojas
Also: Media Arts Major
Samantha Ronan
Stephanie Marie Santoro
Ryan Sanudo
John Vincent Scala, Jr.
Joseph Vincent Siegel
Spencer K. Stovell
Also: Media Arts Major
John Leo Sullivan
Andrew Stuart Thomson, Jr.
Ryan Gerard Touhey
Also: Media Arts Major
Nicholas Troiano
Sean Ward
Olivia Grace Wunder
Leah Anne Zinsky

Bachelor of Arts
Digital Communications
Tahirah S. Anderson
Steven James Koester
Jillian Marie Pastor
Jennie Lee Shulman
Hallie Christine Young
Also: Media Arts Major

Bachelor of Arts
Media Arts
Whitney Viera Bibens
Brendan Daniel Capuano
Also: Communication
Studies Major
James Reed Cledand
Ariana Colasuonno
Ryan Christopher Conway
Evan Denny
Matthew Robert Depietro
Stephanie Lynne Doheny
Brian Nicholas Dota
Daniel Gerard Elia
Anna Catherine Finn
Matthew Henshaw
Tessa A. Kielbasa
Also: Communication
Studies Major
Griffin Brendan Killian
Justin Riley Lowe
Michael Marino
Victoria Ann Mescall
Michelle Elizabeth Miller
Stephanie Elaine Pettway
Also: Communication
Studies Major
Eddie Spencer Rivera Jr.
Unal Yigit Sutman
Marisa Taylor Tache
Eric Stephen Torrens
Aidan McDermott Whalen

Bachelor of Science
Criminal Justice
Elizabeth Afentoulides
Jackson Kenneth Aldam
Darwin Michael Anderson
Melissa Nicole Aprile
Greg Joseph Argenio
Jake Dolan Arpin
William Joseph Beattie, Jr.
Erica Leigh Boccuzzi
Zachary Scott Bouve
Melanie Carpanzano
Also: Psychology Major
Deandra Castro
Michael Andrew Colwell
Kevin S. Daly
Julianna Teresa DeGeorge
Michael Anthony Dematteis
Brandi Lee Di Cesare
Ashley Driscoll
Gloria Marie Duby
John Francis Fusaro
Marissa Gibbons
Grace Maria Bernadette Gillen
Antonio Granata
Edward John Grancagnolo, III
Krista Hiatriides
Evangelista I. Himely
O’Brien Stephen Joslyn
Meghan Kendall
Kyle Patrick Kennedy
Meghan Elizabeth LaRosa
Stephen Leopoldi
Knielkem Jerome Lewis
Victoria Lisi
Christian Lodolce
Emily Rose Lonigro
Michael McGuire
Kelsey Quinn Mulhere
James George Murcko
Clairese Amanda Neumann
Vincent Paul Pastor, II
Andrew Patrizio
Jennifer Anne Paul
Matthew Perini
Raymond P. Quiles
Christopher Brady Reilly
Nicholas Sarno
 Also: Psychology Major
Connor Sivacek
Elizabeth Suarez
Eric W. Trickett
Hanna Quinn Wise

Bachelor of Arts

English
Meghan Elizabeth Bossone
Megan Bowlin
Carissa Veronica D’Agostino
Karen Elena De la Roca
Emily Marie DeGennaro
Monica Anne Devine
Ashley Victoria Engle
Julia Fama
Kiera Elizabeth Gold
Hector Gutierrez
 Also: Global Studies Major
Josiah Thomas Hardwick
Rosemaria Hatch
Kelly Hyatt Hendricks
Danielle K. Hickey
Emily Ann Johnson
Megan Catherine Keane
Quinn Emily Lesperance
Matthew Menard
Anastasia Monoyos
Stephen Philip Musitano
Amy Rebeca Osorio
Eve M. Papa
Gregory James Price
 Also: Political Science Major
Faith Henrietta Quaye
Kara Nicole Shea
 Also: Marketing Major
Henley A.L. Solomon, Jr.
 Also: Theatre Arts Major
Nicole Lynn Soto
Ashley Danielle Soules
Andrew Quentin Starr
Daniela Emanuela Szaj
Delia Ellen Thornton
Serginho Valcourt
 Also: Theatre Arts Major
Deanna Rose Vivirito
Zoe Wollert
Hannah Marie Wood
Alexandria Katherine Yeranossian

Bachelor of Arts

General Studies
Joseph S. Belezny
Barbara Anne Bennette
Maria Citarella
Nicholas Darbisi

Bachelor of Science

General Studies
Mandesa Bendolph
Amanda Frances Blesshuk
Isabella Joanne Bowen
Jorge Carlos De Sousa
Angelica Doroszkiewicz
Juan Carlos Gomez
Gradyfin Higgins
Ryan Laufer
Louis Anthony Marinelli
Leah Pizighelli
Anne Emily Reboa
Rachel Isabella Roche
Nauel Octavio Tejada
Ashley Elizabeth Tully
Des’ree Vazquez
Harry Williamson

Bachelor of Arts

Global Studies
Jessica Marie Bland
 Also: Political Science Major
Lilly Bolton
 Also: Political Science Major
Domenico Celli
Brian Lagan Hardiman
Bridget Patricia Manning
Hughes
Thaddeus Rosner

Bachelor of Arts

History
Taylor Bloomquist
Christopher Joseph Constantino
Daniel Saverio Laria
Taylor Paige Lotito
Brooke McCarthy
Erin D. McGrail
Rory Francis McKane
Caithlin Mucerino
Anthony Brooks Orzo
Remi Grace O’Shaughnessy
Brandon Roy Parker
Andrew John Perino
Andrew James Pruitt
Lindsay Mary Rourke
Nicole Sarah Sambuco
Mark Austin Sarnel
Meagan Taylor Schantz
Shannon Michelle Smirnow

Bachelor of Science

Mathematics
Taylor Nicole Anderek
Michael Anthony Bubolo
Also: Finance Major
Nicholas Joseph Dasilva
Emily Marie Hague
Cariann Brenda Johnson
Kirsten Ann Link
Michael Thomas McLaughlin
John Henry Munday
Emily Anne Murphy
Trevor John O’Brien
Kate Perri
Sarah Riccio
Taylor Samuel
Alexandria Tombacaris

Bachelor of Arts

Philosophy
Joseph Augustine Cain
Ferry Gelbert
Juliana Gabrielle Kimberlin
Andrew Albert LaFleur
Christopher David Mannion

Bachelor of Arts

Theology and Religious Studies
Erin Marie Curley
Deborah A. Fedeli
Suzette Y. Phinn

Bachelor of Arts

Political Science
Michael David Camilleri
Patrick John Faria
Christian Sergio Post Houghton
Julia Rochelle Hutchinson

Bachelor of Science

Psychology
Abdullah Sulaiman Alavi
Patricia Aran
Crystal Ann Ardiot
Stephanie Ann Asandelle
Paul Thomas Basel
Also: Philosophy Major
Nicole Marie Bazalar
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Rebecca Antonia Bedosky
Alyssa Marie Benedetto
Marisa Best
Elisabeth Rose Bivona
Jillian Alexandria Bolan
Rebecca Elizabeth Bolmer
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Shane Michael Brady
Arianna Marie Bruno
Erin Elizabeth Bullen
Amanda Jo Buongiorno
Julia Caiazzo
Gabrielle Victoria Cantileno
Christina Michelle Capasso
Victoria Caputo
Bryana Caraballo
Kyle Ricardo Carmona
Kathleen Marie Castrilli
Dante Stefano Centeno
Cassandra Kethny Charles
Shannon Marie Cicco
Christopher Ryan Clark
Marlene Jane Coleman
Sarah Joanne Cuffe
Courtney Nicole Daly
Nicole Amber Delliopali
Allison Celine Devine
Jade Lee DiCesare
Genna Lyn DiGiuseppe
Katia Dillon
Also: Health Science Major
Margo Hayden Douglas
Catherine Joan Embree
Wendy Estavien
Sarah Caroline Evans
Jessica Emily Failace
Jacqueline Fernous
Sujeidy Ferreiras
Kyra Ethel Fitzpatrick
Emma Elizabeth Fleming
Julia Marie Fransese

Kimberly Dolores Jean Hylan
Jorge Monroy-Palacio
Morgan O’Brien
Also: History Major
Ryan Michael Smith
Shawn Phillip Studer
Blake Turley

Also: Political Science Major
Also: Global Studies Major
Also: Psychology Major
Also: Finance Major
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Also: Philosophy Major
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Also: Political Science Major
Also: Political Science Major
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Also: Global Studies Major
Also: Health Science Major
Bachelor of Science

Finance

Lucas Almeida Name de Morais
Also: Business Economics Major
Shelbie Maureen Bachai
Dylan Bartel
Xenovia Bartholomew
Also: Business Economics Major
Christopher Michael Bennett
Patrick Francis Bishop
Brandon J. Brown
Michael Joseph Brucaleri
Also: Business Economics Major
Sam Douglas Burbank
Sean Burke
Kaleigh Anne Butler
Daniel M. Cahill
Aidan Emerson Cain
Michael Catuogno
Eric Ming-Hua Chou
Also: Business Economics Major
Liam Joseph Clare
Also: Business Economics Major
Christian Alexander Conklin
Also: Sport Management Major
Christopher Cornell
Also: Business Economics Major
Jason Andrew Cotton
Colette Elisabeth Craig
Also: Business Economics Major
Michael James Paul Crocock
Also: Management Major
Daniel Joseph Dal Cortivo
Christopher Joseph Danna
Also: Accounting Major
Zachary James De Concilys
Also: Business Economics Major
Vincent Louis DeSantis
Quaeeem Dufane
Also: Business Economics Major
Bryan Einstoss
Also: Business Economics Major
Nicholas Andrew Falciglia
Matthew Fallon
Also: Sport Management Major
Renan Ferreira Raposo
Also: Business Economics Major
Gregory J. Ferris
Brendan Kevin Foley
Joseph Andrew Fox
Paul S. Garcia
Also: Marketing Major
Jessica Lee Giannetta
Alisha Nicole Giordano
John Frank Goodhough
Also: Marketing Major
William James Gounaris
Also: Business Economics Major
Maxwell Carter Harrington
Kathleen Siobhan Healy
David Henry, Jr.
Jonathan Patrick Herrmann
Stephen William Hladin
Also: Business Economics Major
Sean Hoehn
Shulagna Kamal
Nabeel Khandwala
Suraj Khosla
Also: Business Economics Major
Dane Ethan Krchnavy
Also: Business Economics Major
Justin Drew Krochko
Michael Edward Lee
Olivia Lorraine Lehane
Also: Accounting Major
Kevin Leon
Tiago Leonardo
Also: Business Economics Major
Selina Logemann
Also: Business Economics Major
Charles Andrew Lombana
Catherine Kelly Lott
Also: Business Economics Major
Alexander Steven Manner Also: Business Economics Major
Jake Munson Mazza
Brooke Anne McGreen
Also: Business Economics Major
Colin McNamara
William Raymond Meyer
Also: Business Economics Major
Mariglen Mjeshtri
Also: Business Economics Major
Christopher Wayne Mottola
Also: Business Economics and Marketing Major
Joseph Nestola
Also: Business Economics Major
Scott James Norton
Also: Business Economics Major
Christopher O’Briskie
Kyle Pierce Oliver
Nicole Phillips
Alexander Thomas Piselli
Also: Accounting Major
Nicholas Michael Piselli
Also: Business Economics Major
Nicholas Michael Piselli
Kevin Robert Plant
Domenick N. Provenzano
Adam Gregory Pulcyn
Nicholas Gregory Razaia
Timothy Cahill Reinsch, Jr.
Also: Business Economics Major
Michael Rendine
Joseph Ricciardella
Daniel Robushi
Ashley Nicole Saenz
Also: Business Economics Major
Anthony Graziano Sarno
Also: Business Economics Major
Christopher Richard Sause
Nicholas Joseph Scozzari
Also: Business Economics Major
Kevin Connor Scull
Also: Business Economics Major
Mohammed Selay
Also: Business Economics Major
Liam Patrick Sullivan
Curtis R. Sutherland
Adrian Szumilo
Thomas James Taranto
Also: Business Economics Major
Brent James Teller
Also: Business Economics Major
Matthew Richard Tierney
Vincent John Tummarillo III
Also: Accounting Major
Andrew William Uttermann
Michael Frederick Vanderspek
Also: Business Economics Major
Evan Michael Velleca
Also: Business Economics Major
Stephanie Villafana
Also: Business Economics Major
Lindsay Patricia Walther
Also: Business Economics Major
Jacob Timothy Wilson
Thomas Joseph Wisniewski

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science

Ahmed Jamal M. Ashi
Ryan Matthew Boolukos

Bachelor of Science

Management

Jean Joseph Abboud
Christian Joseph Almonte
Connor Douglas Altamura
Stefani Anne Antoshak
Elana Lisset Arboleda
Also: Business Economics Major
Kyle R. Arndt
Ryan W. Barthel
Christopher Becker
Michael Joseph Bennis, IV
Christopher Joseph Brennan
Also: Marketing Major
Lauren Macon Callahan
Kathryn Elizabeth Carbone
Also: Marketing Major
Kevin Richard Carlson  
Also: Theatre Arts Major
Alexandra Angel Cebereio
Damian Lamont Cherry, Jr.
Katherine Marie Coffman
Justin Stephen Connaughton
Matthew John Coppola
Patrick James Cilhane
Gerard James Daly
Ashley Michele Darling
Sean Thomas DeGaray
Robert Daniel Deida
Caroline Jane Flynn
Morgan Jane Ford
Jessica Ann Forlenza
Samantha Christina Franzese
Kalliopi Gatzoflias
Kevin Gautieri
Sara Jean Haas
Nichole Frances Henry
Steve Kazantzidis
Courtney Elizabeth Kramer
Amy Lynne Lametta
Alexander Richard Leite
Katharine Marie Li
Jake Dean Lindahl
Brian Vincent Longyear
Erin Marlor
Sarah Elizabeth McMann
Kelly Elizabeth McNicholas
Danielle E. Merriam
Katharine Mary Li
Alexander Joseph Guerrero
Also: Management Major
Korame Adzenyah
Ana Agostinoni
Robert Lawrence Altavilla
Briana Nicole Andreoli
Patrick Ball
Josephine Kayla Battaglia
Ryan Hawke Becker
Caroline Mary Belcher
Claire Elizabeth Benedetto
Christine Ann Benvenuto
Abigail Margaret Black
Christopher Arthur Blank
David Matthew Bordonaro
Also: Art & Design Major
Bryan Michael Brown
Marissa Bruno
Also: Management Major
Nikole Burns
James Ryan Cafran
Elizabeth Cannon
Nicolette Marie Cardarelli
Anushka Datta Chowdhuri
Virginia Louise Clark
Jacqueline Marie Collins
Alexandra Vincenza Colucci
Abigail Connors
Blake Patterson Cox
Brian Cravens
Christopher Edward Criscuolo
Morgan Lynne Daniels
Murphy Deane
Vincent F. DeDominicis
Matthew Angelo Del Priore
Also: Finance Major
Kristina Marie Deleonardis
Edith-Rose Delatto
Nicholas Dellorusso
Jessica Deluca
Allison Marie Desilets
Jenna Margaret Di Tore
Alexandra Danielle Diagonale
Nicholas Daniel Difilippo
Alayna Dixson
Alexandria Christine Draghi
Also: Management Major
Sarah A. Erban
Clifford Francis Esmiol, IV
Also: Sport Management Major
Erin Kerri FitzGerald
Joseph Michael Forest, Jr.
Nicole Isabella Galante
Jason Galitsis
Kayleigh Georgie
Beatrice Carolina Gomes
Gina Marie Gramarossa
Joseph Anthony Greco
Meghan Ann Grifone
Alexander Joseph Guerrero
Also: Management Major
Erik Jay Hasenstab, II
Alison Claire Hopkins
Grace Catherine Huot
Brooke Lynn Jenney
Michelle Lynn Johnson
Victoria Kapt
Maureen Keary
Jaimee Marie Kennett
Yasmine Khadgage
Phoenix Khandwala
Maria Konstas
Landon Michael Kramer
Emilee Kudla
Julia Laslett
Lucas Gabriel Leyba
Timothy Lowell
Cara Elizabeth Lynch
Amanda Jo Magni
Marc Anthony G. Major
Alexia Malangone
Also: Sport Management Major
Brendan Alexander Malave
Noor Sultana Malick
Elizabeth Marcovitch
Meghan Mascitis
Nicholas John Massaro
Also: Sport Management Major
Kendall Nicole Maylor
Shannon Elizabeth McMellon
Isabella Guiana Melchiori
Melissa Nicole Minerva
Makenzie Oliveira Moore
Edward William Morgan
Alyssa Madison Mowry
Allison Taylor Muccioli
Also: Management Major
Allyson Murphy
Ryan O'Dowd
Connor Michael O'Reilly
Shane Patrick O'Toole
Julie Palumberi
Jamie Lynn Parkan
Anna Alexandra Pawlowski
Haley Elizabeth Payne
Lindsay Elise Petralia
Stephanie Marie Pippo
Charles Anthony Pitcher, Jr.
Caroline Devon Popolozio
Lauren Kelly Porter
Nicole Elizabeth Pratt
Megan Quigley
Dylan Joseph Quint
Sarah Quitadamo
Frank Raia, III
Ingrid Sophia Rempe
Giovanni Richetelli
Ciara Mary Faith Ryan
Meaghan Ryan
Deanna Marie Savoca
Nicole Andrea Skoglund
Brendon Slade
William James Sledge
Emery Jeanne Smith
Alyssa Marie Squatrito
Jaleel Jean-Baptiste Saint-Fleur
Cathleen Frances Stanley
Kayla Noelle Sullivan
Alexandra Tergis
Also: Management Major
Sebastian Tonkovich
Curtis Edward Topper
Also: Accounting Major
Elizabeth Maureen Tracy
Also: Management Major
Maxwell Alexander Tuttle
Madison Lace Vuilleumier
Elena Catherine Wilson
Mansur Wisaa
Erlin Mary Wojcik
Paige Caitlyn Zaffuto
Michael Zaiko

Bachelor of Science
Sport Management
Jack Ryan Abuin
Nicholas Bernardone
Sean Brian Boyle
Also: Marketing Major
Ryan Mark Bramble
Anthony W. Breakfield
Also: Marketing Major
Michael John Capute
Also: Finance Major
Andrew Joseph Crookes
Oscar Curra Caballero
Tyler Anthony Dasilva
Iudy de Araujo Lopes
George Dedaj
Jaylin Marcus Deveau
Matthew Falce
Also: Marketing Major
Stephen Anthony Gitto
Also: Marketing Major
Christina Marie Hardman
Also: Finance Major
Bachelor of Science
Exercise Science
Anthony Joseph Abano
Matthew Abati
Tiffany Elizabeth Abraham
Jeffrey Joseph Alvarez, Jr.
Nicholas George Anagnost
Andressa Dias Andrade
Amy Frances Annese
Matthew Aquilino
Madison Aline Ashworth
Madeleine Chloe Roxas Barcia
Francesca Basadonna
Kaitlyn Ann Berry
Michael Ryan Blanco
Jordan M. Blohm
Allie Bethany Brouhard
Natalie Karla Calianese
Katherine Rose Campbell
Emma Jeanne Cary
Amanda Emily Casazza
Chrismarie Castano-Lopez
Louis Castro
Kira Elizabeth Chandra
Derek Ryan Chapman
Natalie Ciccone
Joseph Michael Cipicletti
Emma Michelle Convey
Carly Alice Craig
Larissa Dembin
Nicholas Sebastian Ferraro
Patrick Kyle Ferraro
Isabella Grace Goddard
Shannon Guzman
Rebecca Nicole Hauser
Mary Claire Hemmer
Alyssa Mary Hyland
Christopher Michael Iacono, Jr.
Danielle Angela Karpiel
Lauren Ashley Khoury
Helena Kizildag
Ioana Kondareva
Candice Leatherwood
Michelle Maureen Loken
Michael Joseph Long
Michael Francis Malloy
Brooke Patricia Marconi
Erika Jade Marigliano
Danielle Marie Mascia
Michelle Elizabeth Materna
Shannon Lisa Mathews
Sarah Emily McCarthy
Gabriella Mae Messina
Juliana Grace Morrone
Arthur John Natale
Bridget Siobhan Nolan
Shea Olayos
Zachary Nicholas Onufrik
Madeline Nicole
O’Shaughnessy
Adrian Richard Parzych
Kiernan Robert Peterson
Jaclyn Ann Pianese
Cassandra Poteau
Evan Matthew Qatani
Michaela Ricard
Noah Christopher Ricchetti
Anna Jayne Rizzie
Kylie Roberts
John Thomas Rock, Jr.
Michael Taylor Rua
Samantha Michelle Runkel
Glenn Leonardo Russo, Jr.
Brian Santanelli
Emily Lucille Sargent
Hal Andrew Shaw
Mateo Soto
Caroline Cathy Stoch
Ciara Joy Swan
Mackenzie Katherine Syron
Hannah M. Tadic
Alexander Tyler
Madeline Urbanak
Brianna Marie Villa
Victoria Angelica Vitale
Erica Elizabeth Vuocolo
Chloe Ann Weeks
Kelsey Brianna Westermann
Nicole Margaretha Zurawski

Bachelor of Science
Health Science
Alyse Rose Adano
Samantha Denise Affenita
Karen E. Ayala
Amanda Catherine Aylward
Kathryn Mary Barry
Danielle Elizabeth Bertolini
Meredith Ann Bertoni
Bianna Marie Blair
Laura Marie Blanco
Joseph Michael Bortko
Renee Brien
Caitlyn Buckley
Brittany Renee Carbone
Keylla Cardona
Shannon Lee Clarke
Lilly Cleary
Bianna Nicole Collins
Lindsay Brooke Corallo
Sarah Patricia Cota
Analisa Lillian Cruz Bianchi
Emily Paige Cummings
Jean Marie Cunningham
Kaylyn Alexandra Cuozzo
Gionna Mishel Decola
Kristina Marie DeMarco
Cassidy Depresco
Hailey Desrosiers
Bridge Kate Dilworth
Rory Donahue
Shannon Michaela Doyle
Gabriella Teresa Dybas
Kianna Lyn Erazo
Emily Elizabeth Fagan
Paige Taylor Falco
Kaitline Mary Fitzgerald
Brendan Richard Flis
Courtney Fudger
Francesca Vincenza Elena
Galen
Cristina Marie Garelli
Olivia Lois Gastaldo
Samantha Rose Gibson
Cassandra Leigh Gluck
Claudia Maria Grambone
Stefanie Rose Guglielmo
Savannah Therese Hersey
Melanie Rose Jacullo
Laura Elizabeth Ingenito
Rebecca Jean-Pierre
Kristen Mary Kamenides
Bryan Casey Kelleher
Bridget Teresa King
Jenna Kocis
Allhya Mohmed Faruk
Kothawala
Addison Julia Landry
Jenna Rose Loughran
Kylie Nicole Lui
Ashley Nicole Mackowski
Briana Mancuso
Ashley Martinez
Nicole Kathryn Maseroni
Kristen Elizabeth McCann
Connor Notarangelo
McCutcheon
Alison McDonald
Maggie Kathleen McKee
Briana Mezzina
Megan Mondon
Elizabeth Kathleen Moynihan
Katelyn Nicole Mull
Linh Ngoc Nguyen
Prince N. Omotosho
Bethany Yvette Pagan
Amanda L. Pecora
Kyra Anne Phelan
Olivia Nicole Podsiebierski
Nasir Rashad
Emily Rose Reina
Emily Grace Remington
Brandon William Rocco
Mariel Viola Rondinelli
Kelly Taylor Rooney
Teresa Maria Salzillo
Arizona Taylor Santiago
Ashley Nicole Scarpa
Brianna Marie Severino
Madeleine Mary Shahin
Amanda Marie Shanks
Olivia Catherine Shaw
Carly Ellena Shomsky
Lorin Michele Sullivan
Amber Tischio
Olivia Michele Tracy
Emily Maria Tran
Samantha Turk
Elias Albert Uyar
Leah Kristen Van Tronk
Johanna Vasquez
Elizabeth Venezia
Tanaya Wade
Julia Leigh Weiss
Christine J. Wojciechowski
Amanda Leigh Zakerowski

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science
Nursing
Samantha Lauren Abbott
Bridge Anne Adams
Karelys Adorno-Loveless
Emma Alamo
April Marie Alexander
Tiffany Marie Anderson
Melissa L. Andreoni
Vanessa Marie Arena
Emily Anne Arico
Alyxandra Dunn Bailey
Melissa Antonetta Baldino
Sasha Antoinette Barata
Meaghan Katherine Barrett
Carolyn Katheryn Barrows
Alicia M. Bauer
Ashley Marie Bellemare
Dana Rose Beneventano
Victoria Anne Bernardo
Kathleen Bishop
Bryana Laura Blanchard
Joanna Boback
Hollianne Boano
Naomi Bowers-Grant
Christine Laura Bracken
Caitlyn Ann Braga
Kayla Marie Browne
Darlene Marie Burlingame
Erin Colleen Byrne-Cardillo
Jannis Loren Callisen
Katherine Cologine
Caitlin Campbell
Jennifer Lynn Carlson
Stephanie Carr
Dorothy Carter
Riley Tara Cassin
Sarah Cauley
Ariana Lucia Cavallaro
Nayoung Celentano
Jennifer M. Chaverri
Marissa Chiarenza
Ivette Liz Claudio
Julia Nerine Cole
Michelle Collazo
Kylie Nicole Collier
Julia Rose Collins
Barbara A. Comstock
Christina Nicole Confessore
Elizabeth Ann Connolly
Kelsey Meredith Conroy
Thierry Coriolan-Beauregard
Gina Rose Costagliola
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Cullagh
Chelsey Elizabeth Currin
Kaitlin Marie Dalton
Petrina Elizabeth Daly
Nicole Theresa D’Amore
Maria Teresa Daniele
Deanna Alicia Daniels
Daniele D’Aulizio
Juliana Dellacamera
Julia DiBiccari
Melissa Erin Donohoe
Lizete Dos Santos
Nicole Taylor Doyle
Nancy Kilian Driscoll
Nicole Dziekan
Kelly E. Egan
Maria Divina Villanueva
Egypto
Samantha Fair
Michael Anthony Fazio
Sarah Elyse Feldheim
Nicole Torony Ferraz
Tracy Anne Fiengo
Jessica Fischer
Esther Fish
Taylor Paige Flohr
Katherine Foley
Antonia Marie Franco
Catalina Frederick
Taylor Rose Fuhr
Ernesta Gadalla
Abigail Elizabeth Gardner
Lauren Alexandra Garizio
Jaclyn Elise Giancola
Gabriella Camille Giannone
Seth W. Gibson
Julianne Ginicola
Nicole Karina Giordano
Jaclyn Marie Godfrey
Amber Gomes
Braden Goncalves
Kaitlyn Emily Goodlow
Demetra Elena Green
Samantha C. Griggs
Bethany Kane Grosso
Nathalia Guerro
Danielle Marie Guth
Chadae Hoffenden-Morrison
Rachael Lee Harwood
Brandalyn Hassman
Erica Rose Heins
Cara Lynne Helmecki
Anna Horoszczak
Linda J. Hussey
Anthony Edward Iandoli
Meg Anne Ivers
Alzie Johnson
Erika Anne Johnson
Kimberly Marie Johnson
Jennifer Kaether
Dawn S. Kalmanides
Katherine Elizabeth Kalweit
Elizabeth Ann Katzing
Molly Katherine Kelley
Danielle Oswin Kelly
Mia Christine Kendall
Sinead Erin Kinney
Johanna Baptista
Klimaszewski, Jr.
Oksana Stephanie Kramarchuk
Tiffany Marie Kubik
Christina Lage
Jessica Lage
Kathleen O’Connor Laucks
Samantha Rae Lawson
Paige Nicole Lender
Nicole Helena Leone
Maureen Anne Lewis
Savannah Sage Lodge
Cassandra Gail Looney
Diamarys Lopez
Kiersten Alexis Lopez
Alessia Loretta
Lauren Leigh Lush
Courtney Marie MacDonald
Erin C. MacDonnell
Abigail Magson
Logan Maher-Rivera
Madeleine Angelina Mahoney
Steven Mallon
Amanda Martino
Jillian Martucci
Jacob David Masco
Kristine Mayor
Katheryne Noelle McAleavey
Christine Angela McCaulay
Jennifer Lynn McClanathan
Emily McComb
Kerry McCoy
Sandra Rivera McDonald
Margaret Tara McManus
Ellen Susan McRedmond
Michelle Meehan
Angela M. Miles-Marshall
Amanda Kelly Miller
Christina Misenti
Cheryl Mitchell
Michael E. Montemurro
Stephanie Moran
Rachael Mulligan
Katherine Neave
Allyson Nyani-Kae Noble
Eileen Marie O’Brien
Buse Nur Okten
Tarra Alyssa Owen
Christopher John Panebianco
Felix Loren Paredes
Twisha B. Patel
Michelle Paterson
Joy Elizabeth Peck
Aimee Lyn Pellegri
Gabriela Marie Pontes
Jessica Taylor Poole
Angela Marie Popoca
Katherine Marie Potter
Darby J. Quinn
Kimberly M. Ramsay
Sunny Ann Raveret
Sara Danielle Regan
Kaitlin M. Renkewich
Aaron Michael Rivera
Andrea Terese Rogers
Hannah Ellen Rojas
Nadine L. Rooney
Thomas Edward Ruszczyk
Rebecca Ann Rutkiewicz
Elizabeth Ann Samerotti
Debra Lee Schwartz
Melissa Eileen Sciarrone
Victoria Ashley Scognamiglio
Autumn Lee Skwiot
Alexandra Sloane
Melissa Sobkowiak
Melissa Ann Spadafora
Nicole Lynn Spadafora
Kerry J. Sperrazza-Gabow
Dolores Starrett
Jennifer Lynn Staton
Linette Marie Stefanatos
Natalie J. Stempien
Sarah Delano Stowe
Katherine M. Stueve
Meghan Sullivan
Rebecca Marie Sullivan
Kaitlin Rose Sweeney
Kara Ann Sweere
Bevern Sweet
Maria Guadalupe Thierman
Valerie Nicole Thomas
Cristina Tsombanos
Norma Uriostegui
Kelly Vanegas
Sarah Anne Viggiano
Melissa Marie Villanueva
Samantha Kate Villella
Alexa M. Wheeler
Natalie Rose Whitham
Vanessa Marie Williams
Megan Valerie Witt
Jessica Leigh Wonderly
Emily Gao-Hopkins Wonsiewicz
Briana Colleen Workman
Keri A. Yacovacci
Morgan Lynn Yacovelli
Monika Katarzyna Zadzilko
Talia Marie Zais
Ashlin Marie Zeoli
Geneva Leigh Zetterstrom
Samantha Taylor Zisa

ST. VINCENT’S COLLEGE

Bachelor of Science
Radiological Sciences
Carlos Barragan
Wan Cheng
Kathleen Marie Ireland
Alanna Michaela Miele
Rachel Topper

Associate in Science
Nursing
Ahmed A. Aly
Caroline Rebecca Alphonso
Alexandria Noel Alston
Gadimir Altidor
Cindia Alvira
Alfred Chibuui Amaechi
Adwoa Agyeiwaah Amoabeng
Steven Richard Anderson
Jaime N. Bonner
Aaron Boulay
Rolando Limbo Briones
Tiyani Brown
Sabrina Marie Burgos
Meghan Ann Caco
Christina Rose Carbine
Marie Nadia Charles
Krisha Claudio
Brittany Anne Coda
Nicketa Crooks Barnes
Kalene Cunningham
Catherine Czajkowski
Ashley Marie Dayton
Emmanuel DelValle
Lauren DiCairano
Marissa Rose DiSapio
Nicole Ann Dorso
Bridgette Duodu

Brittany Gabrielle Riordan
Alicia Renee Roberts
Victoria Dominique Rueemmele
Cristal LeHia Saccu
Taylor Marie Sandillo
Alicia Schimetschek
Kimberly Scott
Garrett Shackett
Chelsea Lynn Sloan
Samantha Smaja
Jennifer Smerling
Cynthia Jean Stempert
Gillan Rose Tomlinson
Chantel Alejandro Valencia
Katherine Viebranz
Elizabeth Gayle Walker
Amanda Marie Wysocki
Kelsey Catherine Yarrish
Jaklyn Zans
Kelly Ann Zazuri

Associate in Science
Radiography
Krystina Carofano

Takiesia L Crenshaw
Alyssa Anne Derenzis
Jouli Ghazal
Taylor L. Gilmore
David Andrew Giordano
Ariel Katalina Jackson
Roshonnda Kidada Johnston
Stephanie Marie Ocasio
Brittany Katherine Palko
Reid Parrott
Brooke Nicole Richard
Danielle Valentino
Alicia Wormley
Elhan Zilkic

The preceding does not constitute an official graduation list. The students listed here were candidates for the degree or honor at the program’s printing deadline. Latin honors for undergraduate students as announced at the undergraduate commencement ceremony were calculated as of the end of the Fall 2018 semester.
Thank you to members of the class of 2019 who contributed to the Senior Class Gift Campaign. The philanthropic spirit across campus is vibrant, with graduating seniors helping to set a new University student philanthropy participation record. More than 450 seniors have given back to elements of the Sacred Heart community that matter the most to them, including scholarship support, academic programs, performing arts, student organizations, athletic teams and volunteer service initiatives.

Students wearing silver cords today with their academic regalia are recognized for making special gifts of $20.19 in honor of their graduation year.

Best of luck to all of you in the next chapter of your lives. We hope you always consider Sacred Heart University your home away from home.

*This list reflects donors as of April 15, 2019*

Samantha Abbott
Alyse Adamo
Bridget Adams
Kwame Adzenyah
Elizabeth Afentoulides
Samantha Affenita
Jackson Aldam
Lucas Almeida De Morais
Marissa Alves
Taylor Anderek
Darwin Anderson
Tahirah Anderson
Andressa Andrade
Amy Annese
Stefani Antoshak
Rebecca Armand
Madison Ashworth
Austin Bailey
Victoria Balarezo
Jackson Barliant
Meaghan Barrett
Karen Barry
Ryan Barthel
Josephine Battaglia
Nicole Bazalar
Ryan Becker
Christopher Becker
Dana Beneventano
Christine Benvenuto
Victoria Bernardo
Kaitlyn Berry
Meredith Bertoni
Nicole Bettinelli
Amanda Betting
Elisabeth Bivona
Abigail Black
Jessica Bland
Amanda Bloshek
Erica Boccuizi
Hunter Boland
Ryan Boolukos
Isabella Bowen
Shane Brady
Anthony Breakfield
Donna Brennan
Christopher Brennan
Renee Brien
Allie Brouhard
Bryan Brown
Kayla Browne
Michael Brucaleri
Caitlyn Buckley
Amanda Buongiorno
Julia Caiazzo
Christina Capasso
Michael Capute
Victoria Caputo
Bryana Caraballo
Brittany Carbone
Nicole Cardarelli
Kevin Carlson
Melanie Carpanzo
Emma Cary
Ariana Cavallaro
Dante Centeno
John Cerretani
Kira Chandra
Derek Chapman
Alyssa Chirichella
Jenna Chittenden
Natalie Ciccone
Joseph Cipolletti
Liam Clare
Lilly Cleary
Brianna Collins
Jacob Conklin
Abigail Connors
Taylor Connors
Lindsay Corallo
Chris Cornell
Emily Corso
Sarah Costanza
Sarah Cota
Jason Cotton
Carly Craig
Colette Craig
Michael Crocock
Andrew Crookes
Analisa Cruz Bianchi
Sarah Cuffe
Kaylyn Cuozzo
Oscar Curras Caballero
Victoria Cutrone
Gerard Daly
Kevin Daly
Courtney Daly
Morgan Daniels
Deanna Daniels
Christopher Danna
Melanie DaSilva
Tyler DaSilva
Nicholas DaSilva
Iudy De Araujo Lopes
Zachary De Concilys
Emily DeGennaro
Francisco Del Valle
Michelle DeLeon
Kristina Deleonardis
Anthony Della Fave
Nicholas DelloRusso
Allison Desilets
Hailey Desrosiers
Adeline DeStasio
Allison Devine
Alexandra Diagonale
Brandi DiCesare
Jade DiCesare
Jody DiCicco
Caitlin Dicioccio
Daniel Diggins
Nicholas DiMartino
Alayna Catherine Dixson
Stephanie Doheny
Rory Donahue
Margo Douglas
Shannon Doyle
Ashley Driscoll
Quaheem Dufane
Gabriella Dybas
Bryan Einstost-Rodriguez
Sarah Erban
Clifford Esmiol
Jessica Failace
Matthew Falce
Matthew Fallon
Julia Fama
Michael Fazio
Cynthia Felizardo
Patrick Ferraro
Nicholas Ferraro
Alexandra Ferrera
Russell Feye
Anna Finn
Kaitline Fitzgerald
Kyra Fitzpatrick
John Flanigan
Taylor Flohr
Deanna Fodera
Brendan Foley
Morgan Ford
Jessica Forlenza
Ralph Frasca
Courtney Fudger
Taylor Fuhr
Rosanna Furano
Nicholas Fusco
Kelsey Gabris
Catherine Gadue
Cristina Garelli
Lauren Garzio
Hayden Garrassant
Olivia Gastaldo
Kalliopi Gatzoflias
Gabriella Giannone
Maranda Gibbons
Samantha Gibson
Grace Gillen
Alisha Giordano
Stephen Gitto
Christina Glavan
Isabella Goddard
Danielle Gonnelli
Gabrielle Gontarek
Maggie Goodwin
William Gounaris
Alexia Goussis
Gina Granarossa
Antonio Granata
Edward Grancagnolo
Garrett Grant
Joseph Greco
Megan Griffin
Meghan Grifone
Stefani Guglielmo
SENIOR CLASS GIFT CAMPAIGN

Martin Gustafsson
Danielle Guth
Hector Gutierrez
Brianna Haberlin
Abigail Haberlie
Joshua Hadity
Christina Hardman
Madison Harris
Rebecca Hauser
Ashley Healy
Kelly Hendricks
Diandra Henry
Savannah Hersey
Krista Hiatrides
Danielle Hickey
Stephen Hladin
Sean Hoehn
Kayla Hohenstein
Kimberly Hylan
Alyssa Hyland
Christopher Iacono
Melanie Iacullo
Laura James
Rebecca Jean-Pierre
Michelle Johnson
Cariann Johnson
Erika Johnson
Amelia Justo
Nikolas Kakaletris
Bethany Kalach
Victoria Kamp
Danielle Karpiej
John Kaywood
Megan Keane
Lauren Khoury
Juliana Kimberlin
Bridget King
Helena Kizildag
Alyssa Klassert
Dylan Kort
Sarah Kosha
Landon Kramer
Courtney Kramer
Addison Landry
Kinnon Larose
Kathleen Laucks
Brianna Lavinier
Candice Leatherwood
Olivia Lehane
Paige Lender
Kevin Leon
Julia Leonard
Nicole Leone
Stephanie Leson
Brandon Levesque
Knikeem Lewis
Lucas Leyba
Katharine Li
Ashley Limone
Jake Lindahl
Kirsten Link
Savannah Lodge
Christian Lodolce
Julie Lopes
Hailey Loreth
Alessia Loretta
Taylor Lottito
Catherine Lott
Jenna Loughran
Sophia Lovice
Taylor Lynch
Kathryn Lysaght
Logan Maher-Rivera
Marc Anthony Major
Brendan Malave
Julien Mallet
Aarika Mallory
Briana Mancuso
Stephanie Mangiamieli
Olivia Manke
Alexander Manner
Brooke Marconi
Erika Marigliano
Louis Marinelli
Michael Marino
Erin Marx
Daniele Mascia
Nicole Maseroni
Michelle Materna
Shannon Mathews
Kendallaylor
Kristen McCann
Sarah McCarthy
Brooke McCarthy
Liam McDade
Brooke McGreen
Logan McKechnie
Margaret McManus
Jordan Meachum
Isabella Melchiori
Bianca Melillo
Matthew Menard
Danielle Merriam
Alex Mesropyan
Gabriella Messina
Lauren Middlemass
Michelle Miller
Amanda Miller
Haley Milne
Kathymarie Mitchell
Olivia Mittleman
Sara Monaghan
Megan Mondon
Anastasia Monoyos
Makenzie Moore
Caitlyn Moran
Logan Morris
Alyssa Mowry
Elizabeth Moynihan
Allison Muccioli
Virginia Mulvey
James Murcko
Allyson Murphy
Charlotte Murphy
Liisel Nels
Joseph Nestola
Dominique Newton
Morgan O’Brien
Trevor O’Brien
Kevin O’Connell
Ryan O’Dowd
Shea Olayos
Kyle Oliver
Connor O’Reilly
Emily Orosco
Meghan Osborn
Remi O’Shaughnessy
Shyanne Ottosi
Robert Paeprer
Angelina Pagano
Samantha Pajak
Alessia Panetta
Brandon Parker
Jillian Pastor
Vincent Pastor
Twisha Patel
Sara Paul
Anna Pawlowski
Haley Payne
Gloria Perkins
Fabiana Persic
Alexis Peters
Kiernan Peterson
Lindsay Petralia
Lauren Petrozzi
Stephanie Pettway
Suzette Phinn
Jaclyn Pianese
Serena Pinelli
Olivia Pinto
Nicholas Piselli
Olivia Podsiebierski
Charikleia Polyzou
Gabriela Pontes
Jessica Poole
Caroline Popolizio
Lauren Porter
Gregory Price
Noah Provenzano
Domenick Provenzano
Simon Quan
Raymond Quiles
Mason Rambrose
Sofia Randazzo
Renan Raposo
Anne Rebo
Christina Reilly
Ingrid Rempe
Hannah Rennie
Thomas Reveliotis
Joseph Ricciardella
Kiley Ridgway
Kylie Roberts
Ryan Roberts
Brandon Rocco
John Rock
Isabella Rodrigues
Ryan Rogers
Hannah Rojas
Roberto Rojas
Samantha Ronan
Kelly Rooney
Thaddeus Rosner
Sarah Rossi
Garrett Roy
Sabrina-Marie Ruffo
Samantha Runkel
Renee Russo
Meaghan Ryan
Ashley Saenz
Nicole Sambuco
Taylor Samuel
Daria Sanfilippo
Ryan Sanudo
Mark Sarnel
Anthony Sarno
Christopher Sause
Nicole Sauve
Deanna Savoca
John Scala
Ashley Scarpa
Meagan Schantz
Gregory Schmitt
James Schneider
Kevin Sears
Chelsea Sedlar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ian Senerth</td>
<td>Caroline Stoch</td>
<td>Samantha Turk</td>
<td>Daniel Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicoletta Serrecchia</td>
<td>Katherine M. Stueve</td>
<td>Kristina Trotta</td>
<td>Chloe Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Shanks</td>
<td>Lorin Sullivan</td>
<td>Christopher Turechek</td>
<td>Ryan Welby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra Sherman</td>
<td>Michelia Sumigard</td>
<td>Samantha Turk</td>
<td>Ryan Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Simmons</td>
<td>Baylor Sundahl</td>
<td>Blake Turley</td>
<td>Brittany Welkes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Sivacek</td>
<td>Ciara Swan</td>
<td>Samantha Tusi</td>
<td>Jake Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Skerys</td>
<td>Nathan Sweeney</td>
<td>Max Tuttle</td>
<td>Hanna Wise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendon Slade</td>
<td>Mackenzie Syron</td>
<td>Grace Tutunjian</td>
<td>Thomas Wisniewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sledge</td>
<td>Marisa Tache</td>
<td>Elias Uyar</td>
<td>Megan Witt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Slevin</td>
<td>Brent Teller</td>
<td>William Varasconi</td>
<td>Christine Wojciechowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Smarkucki</td>
<td>Alexandra Tergis</td>
<td>Danielle Varley</td>
<td>Zoe Wollert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Smimow</td>
<td>Eli Terry</td>
<td>Des’Ree Vazquez</td>
<td>Olivia Wunder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery Smith</td>
<td>Valerie Thomas</td>
<td>Savanna Vigiano</td>
<td>Dorothy Yeboah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Sosa</td>
<td>Delia Thornton</td>
<td>Brianna Villa</td>
<td>Blair Yesko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Spadafora</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Thorogood</td>
<td>Samantha Villella</td>
<td>Marissa Yost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Spadafora</td>
<td>Megan Tirella</td>
<td>Victoria Vitale</td>
<td>Hallie Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Spaziante</td>
<td>Kacie Tirella</td>
<td>Alexa Vitilli</td>
<td>Robert Yozzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Speicher</td>
<td>Alexandria Toubmacaris</td>
<td>Deanna Vivirito</td>
<td>Paige Zaffuto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Spitz</td>
<td>Elizabeth Tracy</td>
<td>Gabrielle Volpetti</td>
<td>Amanda Zakerowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Stagg</td>
<td>Eric Trickett</td>
<td>Madison Vuilleumier</td>
<td>Leah Zinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Starr</td>
<td>Samantha Trott</td>
<td>Tanaya Wade</td>
<td>Nicole Zurawski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>